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Ithacan I Sharon Perks 
Tom Feldman '92 receives Information on American Greeting Cards during the Career Fair. 
Preparing for the future 
. ----~-~~~! f-.J~r ~~~~~~J!.~~~dj~Ov~ -.1!1r.. !:~~~--~,.::Uti-.::~~=~~rsiJ:i~;; 
By Jennifer Thompson KOJeK S3I , era1 , 1t was a w o are outgoing rul"u w o com-
Ithaca College's first annual great success. We've received municate well. 
Career Fair held last Tuesday nothing but positive feedback. We Special agent Steve Butcher 
will be the start of a tradition, have definitely planted a seed for offered infonnation to students 
according to the college's em- CareerFairsinthefuture." She said regarding the United States Se-
ployee relations coordinator, thenextfairwillprobablytakeplace crct Service. He said, "Today 
Julie Olsen Rojek. next fall. · I'm with all of these students. 
Rojeksaidapproximately 30 StaceyHaas,ofWegman'sFood tommorrow I'm shoulder to 
companies filled the Emerson Markets Inc., informed students of shoulder with the President of 
Suitesfrom l0a.m.until4p.m., the opportunities available at theUnitedStatcs. Thereisnever 
offering students information in Wegman's. a dull moment." 
many different fields and orga- Haas said, "Weare still trying to American Frozen Foods 
nizations. expel the grocer image. Supennar- (AFF) Inc. Assistant Manager 
According to Rojek; the pur- kets still have this stigma attached James Miller said, "The sky is 
pose of the fair was to allow to them. People don't understand the limit. It is up to you to de-
students of any major to gain up that our department managers are tennine how much money you 
to date information on career entrepreneurs. They manage up to will make here." He said that 
options,meetprofessionalsfrom fifty employees and are running AFFislookingforambitiousand 
a host of industries and make one million dollars in sales. It is a hungrystudcntswithgreatpeople 
summer job and internship con- corporation." Haas said that skills. 
tacts. Wegman's looks for people who See "Fair," page 2 
After the caps and gowns are gone ... 
By J. Porletto 
As graduation draws near, 
most Ithaca College seniors are 
looking forward to getting their 
degrees and moving out into the 
real world. Or are they? 
Because of the recession a lot 
of companies are cutting back or 
dropping plans to hire recent 
graduates. Students may find 
themselves settling for jobs that 
they're overqualified for just so 
they can support themselves. 
"Recruiting Trends 1990-
91," Michigan State University's 
(MSU) national survey of over 
500 major employers, showed 
that there was a 13.3 percent 
drop in student job opportunities 
last year, the-decrease this year 
is 9.8 percent. According to th~ 
survey, the last recession, in 
1982-83, caused a drop of 16.8 
percent. 
These figures are starting to 
worry seniors. Jeff Lamber, a se-
nior economics/management ma-
jor, said that an 18-month man-
agement training program he was 
going to attend was cancelled due 
tothecconomy. "NorstarBanksus-
pcnded it (the program) for a year, 
so I'm going for an M.B.A." 
Fewer companies than last year 
have shown up on college cam-
puses across the nation to recruit 
students. According to a College 
Press Service article on the job 
market, these companies are citing 
uncertainty about the economy and 
the situation in the Middle East as 
reasons for scaling back student 
hiring. 
Julie Olsen Rojek, the newly 
appointed . IC employee relations 
coordinator, said, "Basically, only 
a few have cancelled recruitment at 
IC. They have done so because of 
hiring freezes. Those companies 
are CNN, some banks and a few 
financial services. Students seem 
to be signing up for interviews 
because they are scared of not 
finding a job." 
Another annual survey of job 
pro spec ts,N orth western 
University's Lindquist-Endicott 
Report, show~~ that businesses 
plan to hire one percent fewer 
graduates overall this year. "The 
recession doesn't scare me at all, 
unless I decide to open my own 
business," said Heather Vinton, 
a senior commericial recreation 
major. Vinton landed summer 
work at Mariner's Inn, a resort in 
Hilton Head, South Carolina. 
Vinton got the job through a 
lead posted in the Hill Center and 
is hopeful of a permanent job 
afterthesummerexperience. "I'm 
confident because they have a 
good hire-back rate," she said. 
See "After college," page 4 
20 pages Free 
IC student 
arrested on 
rape charge 
By J. Porletto If Wiggins is convicted of the 
A 21-year-old Ithaca College Class B violent felony he could be 
student was charged Friday, March sentenced to a minimum of two to 
29, with one count of rape in the six years or a maximum of eight to 
firstdegree,aClassBviolentfelony. 25 years, according to Ronna 
Andre Wiggins, of 6<M- E. State Collins, press secretary for the 
Street, allegedly raped a female ac- District Attorney's office. 
quaintance in an IC residence hall OfficersattheTompkinsCoumy 
room in the early morning hours of Sheriffs Department refused to re-
Friday, March 29, according to the lease any information on the case. 
IC Office of Public Information. Dave Maley, IC director of 
Following a joint investigation public infonnation, would not say 
conducted by the IC Office of if the victim is an IC student But, 
Campus Safety and the Tompkins according to a media advisory re-
County SheriffsDepL, Wigginswas leased by the IC Office of Public 
arrested and arraigned before Jus- Information, Wiggins lives off 
tict:;James M. Herson in the town of campus and the rape was reported 
Danby. to have taken place in an IC resi-
AccordingtotheOfficeofPublic dence hall. 
Information, Wiggins was re- Susan Harrison, the assistant 
manded to Tompkins County Jail in attorney general who is handling 
lieu of $5,000 cash bail,$10,000 the case said that she could not 
bond, pending Tompkins County comment on the case until _the 
.Q~d J.ll.f}' _a~tiq11Jie ~~-s r.~l~d , ., '.f o~~U)~ !2~~!Y_2l<IE<! ! ury h~~ 
on Woonesday afternoon, after· tne matter. ft's t11e·1espu11SJ1filfry-ol'-'------------ ·,· 
posting bail, according to the theGrandJurytoissueindiciments. 
Tompkins County Sherrifs De- The Grand Jury meets every Tues-
partmenl day. 
Candidates prepare 
for upcoming elections 
By Jaclyn Donati 
The parties have been formed 
and campaign strategies discussed, 
in preparation for the upcoming 
Student Government elections. 
There are four parties· pursuing 
the executive board positions for 
the 91-92 academic year. 
According to Sharon P9licello, 
director of campus activities, 
"Generally, two panies is a preny 
significant number." Only one 
party from the senior class has 
registered. 
The first presentation by the 
platfonns will be before Student 
Congress on April 9 at 8:15 p.m. in 
the North Meeting Room. All of the 
parties for the senior class and ex-
ecutive board positions will be 
allotted a 15 minute presentation, 
according to Laurie Poupore, 
election committee chairperson. 
The free speech platfonn on 
April 16, will be the next opportu-
nity for those running to solicit 
votes and inform the campus of 
their positions. Only the prospective 
president of each party will have 
theopportunitytospeak because of 
time constraints, according to Barb 
Beers, a member of the elections 
committee. 
On April 10, the senior class' 
"Centennial Committee" party will 
have their table. They will be fol-
lowed on the 11th by the hopeful 
executive board party, "Pulse." 
On April l2, "Unity" will solicit 
votes for their party. Continuing 
through campaign week, 
"LC.Progress" will present their 
lobby table on the 13th. 
On the last day of campaigning, 
April 16, the "Alternative" party 
will host the table. There can be 
more than one lobby table at a time, 
Beers said 
Any violation of the election 
committee's campaign policies will 
result in demerits to the offending 
party, according toBecrs. "Elections 
committee will assess demerits ac-
cording to each situation as it arises," 
Beers said. 
According to Poupore, when a 
party accumulates 20 demerits they 
are ineligible to run. 
"Elections in the past have not 
run as smoothly as we would have 
liked. We're trying to make this . 
year's elections the best we can," 
Beers said. 
The senior class party, "Cen-
tennial Committee," is running 
unopposed. A write-in party still 
has the option to fonn a campaign 
party and run for the office, Beers 
said. 
Campaign week commences at 
midnight, April 10, and continues 
through 11:59 p.m., April 16. Ac-
cording to Beers, demerits will be 
given to people who campaign 
outside of those times. 
Election day is Wed., April 17, 
from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. The polls for 
seniorclassand exceutive board will 
be in the Campus Center, Towers, 
and Terraces. 
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"Persistency is everything. Things 
don't happen overnight" · 
By Tom Arundel 
Question: How do you foresee your chances of getting 
a job after you graduate? 
Jim Vanslyke 
Music '91 
After I get my masters, I 
don't foresee a problem 
teaching at the college 
level in music. 
' ., 
Marcy Norton 
TV/R '91 
A lot of my professors 
say we'll be lucky to get 
anything and that if we 
do, we'll be making less 
than $15,000 a year. 
Ezra Patentregen 
Finance '91 
Right now. it looks pretty 
bleak, but in the long run, 
the economy will im-
proveand businesses will 
be hiring again. 
. Student journalists convicted on violations 
By Willie Rubenstein 
Three Ithaca College student 
journalists were given a semester's 
worth of probaµon following their 
conviction on two violations of the 
Ithaca College Student Conduct 
Code. 
The guilty verdicts stem from 
attempts at coverage of the Feb. 
19th bomb hoax. · 
One of the three charges was 
dropped. According to Todd But-
ler, an Ithacan staff member who 
was given probation, the students 
were found not.to be in violation of 
Section m Al-failure to comply 
.,l 
; ,,, 
with college officials. duct Code, students have the option 
Buder and two other students, of taking their cases to the IC Con-
Beverly Goodman (also an Ithacan duct Review Board. 
staff member) and Adam Wodon, a · The review board is comprised 
staff member of World News in of students, faculty, and adminis-
Review, were found guilty of vio- trators/staffwho are appointed for 
lating Sections 01 (reckless en- one-year terms. 
dangerment) and 02 (disruptive or The review board does not look 
indecent conduct) of the Student at the original decision, and can 
Conduct Code. impose either harsher or more le-
Marie Wightman, also a member nient sanctions. 
of World News in Review, was Wodonsaidhewilltakehiscase 
accused of the same charges, but to the review board. Goodman was 
could not be reached Wednesday undecided as of Wednesday night 
nighL ·1 Butlersaidhewillnotappearbef<n 
Acconiing to the Student Con- the boanl. 
;.f:'l..,.:' 
. -~.:f..., 
~. - . . • .. 
'•·· , ' 
. ~: ., - ' 
'T 
continued from page 1 
Sophomore Jen McConnick felt 
the Career Fair could be very help-
ful. She said, "There is an oppor-
tunity here to find a possible in-
ternship as well as learn from the 
various businesses. n 
Freshman Alyson Riley ex-
pressed dissatisfaction. She said, " 
I didn't think the fair would be so 
locally oriented. After all, I won't 
be living in the Ithaca area the rest 
ofmy life." 
Upstate Professional Planning 
Services' Craig Chasnov, said, that 
when it comes to job hunting the 
key word is persistency. He said, 
Among the other companies 
represented were NYSEG, Aetna, 
the American Greetings Corpora-
tion, the Peace Corps and Ameri-
can Community Cablevision. 
Rojek said she feels that IC ad-
equately prepares students for post 
graduation. She said, "I think other 
schools don't give much personal 
treatment and guidance. At Ithaca 
College we are continually imple-
menting and building our recruit-
ing program. Through stressing 
networking and internships we re-
ally pave the way for students." 
The. fair. was sponsored by the 
Office of Career Planning. 
Customer 
Creation Center 
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·- ., .. 
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Daughters of the Revolution 
Reflections on 
f arnily life with 
two civil rights · 
leaders 
By Jeannine Asterino 
Twelveyearsago, YolandaKing 
(daughter of Martin Luther King) 
and Attallah Shabazz (daughter of 
Malcom X) were introduced by a 
mutual friend. One year later, ac~ 
cording to Shabazz, the two women 
realized what they had formed was 
more than just a friendship. 
The women describe themselves 
as opposites but, said King, "We 
see our coming together as sym-
bolically saying you can get over 
your differences." 
King and Shabazz, now consid-
ered the "Daughters of the Revo-
lution," have been asked to do sev-
eral guest appearances together. 
The two women had an interest 
in theater, so they adapted their 
message to a play called "Stepping 
Into Tomorrow," King said. 
Shabazz said the play was first 
performed in Hartford, Connecti-
cutduring May 1980. King said the 
~ lt'OCO llhaco 717-IJ66 
D0lv 11>6, lh. a fd. ID-9; 
Sal. lo«~ I~ 
=ice,~~~~~ 
45 Minute FREE PARKING 
in the Center lthoco lot with Y,l)IJI' 
purchase al Sounds Fine. we II validate 
your tlcicetl Com,enient shopping al 
SOI.Inds Fine. Just a few steps away from 
the lot and now our can r1c for FREE! 
theatrical group called themselves 
Nucleus Concentrated, because a 
nucleus is "the center of positive 
energy." 
Shabazz said the purpose of the 
play is, "to uplift, to reach out and 
touch, and to give them (the audi-
ence) a hug ... we always need a 
confinnation;'wc need to be com-
fortable." 
King said the play covers issues 
such as divorce, teen pregnancy, 
and overachievemenL She said 
the play provides a sense of hope, 
"We need to be fed that in this day 
and time." 
King believes this sense of hope 
will trigger self-esteem. She said, 
"If you cannot stand up for your-
self, we cannot count on you to 
stand up for a thing. n 
Both women agree that it is 
important for everyone to nurture 
. themselves on the basis of indi-
vidualism rather than in compari-
son with other people. 
Shabazz said, "There are 360 
degrees to every person ... we're all 
entitled to trial and error." She 
said that being an individual is 
positive, "You have to wear your 
pride upright and realize how you 
got iL" 
While reflecting on the celebrity 
status of Martin L9ther King and 
Malcom X, King said, "Our fathers 
became who they were because the 
people made them so." Shabazz 
said, "The media perpetuated the 
image of our fathers as opposites, 
but they were very much alike." 
The women believe that their 
fathers were necessary in each other's 
lives and, King said, "They not only 
would have eventually come to-
gether, but our society would be 
different today." 
The women also addressed some 
Civil Rights issues. Shabazz said 
the contributing fallback to the de-
mise of the black man is that it is 
easier to surrender than to fight She 
said strength, faith and will are 
needed to fight., not legislation. King 
added, "We have to do something 
for ourselves." 
Both women agreed that voting is 
still a non-violent tool for the Civil 
Rights Movement. King said, "If 
more of us were involved with the 
voting process, I am convinced that 
it could make a difference." 
When asked if any threats had 
been made on their lives, King said, 
Jvc· TOP HITS SONY 
PERSONAL STEREO 
CXF-20 
•AM-FM 
• Auto 
Reverse 
• Graphic 
Equalizer 
$4995 
Sug. Retail $79.95 
• REM 
• Horseflys 
• Great White 
• Queen 
• Sting 
• Peter Gabrial 
• Chicago 
• Coming Soon -
Rod Stewart 
$699 
CASSt:aTE 
$1199 COMPACT DISC 
WALKMAN 
•
•Digital 
tuning 
• Auto-I Reverse • Dolby • Mega-
WMAF-2085 Bass $8995 
Sug. Retail $119.95 
hhacan / Sharon Perks 
Yolanda King (left) and Attallah Shabazz (right) address audience 
In the Emerson Suites as part of Women's History Month. 
"I have to laugh when I get them. I tobeapartof." She said she would 
want people to wait until I really do love to have been alive during the 
something." time of Martin Luther King and 
Shabazz said, "If someone takes Malcom X and she was glad to meet 
me from here and I wasn't ready, what they left behind. "I felt as 
their life is doomed!" though I was somehow hearing their 
Overall, students were very re- fathers speak," she said. Magda 
ccptivetoShabazzandKing. Nancy Marshall '93, a three-two physics/ 
Maldonado '92, a sociology major, engineering major said they were 
said that listening to the women "superb." She said. "Shabazz had a · 
was, "a special moment I was glad_ powerful presence." 
·Gay and Lesbian Week 
The Ithaca College Gay, Les-
bian and Bisexual Alliance (GALA) 
is sponsoring several events in 
connection with Gay Awareness 
W~k 1991. 
OnTuesday,April9,GALAwill 
be sponsoring thefowthannual Gay 
Blue Jeans Day, when the wearing 
of blue jeans is designated as a 
show of support for gay rights, said 
Otto and Kate West, co-presidents 
of GALA. 
Denim arm bands and "Gay 
Supporter" buttons will be given 
away in the Campus Center from, 
IO a.m. to 1 p.m. 
There will be a rally at noon on 
Tuesday,April9,attheFreeSpeech 
Rock. 
The rally will feature speakers 
from Cornell, as well as IC students 
and faculty. 
----------=--~-----...;·=·-----"-------=~--
PIZZA! 
WINGS! 
SUBS! 
The Way You Want Them, 
When You Want Them. 
Medium Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
$5.50 
Large Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
$8.50 
Only at Rogan's 
Always at Rogan's 
Rock Bottom at Rogan's! 
2 Medium Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$9.95 
2 Large Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$14.95 
Large pizza 
2 16 oz. sodas 
24 wings 
$~ $~0 
@ 
You must mention this ad when ordering 
"Make the Call." 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
273-6006 
Noon till 2:00 a.m. Frt.-Sat. Noon till 1:30 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
We gladly accept VISA and MASTERCARD 
We gladly accept our competitors' coupons on pizza 
Get the Facts 
- During 
____ ._. 
-
flpril I O TI] 
• Monday, April 8 
Self Defense Workshop 
New Hall Lounge, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
• Tuesday. Aprili 9 
Panel on Sexual Assault 
and Rape 
Textor 101, 8:30 p.m. 
• Wednesday, Aprili 10 
Movie The Accused, 
with discussion to follow 
New Hall Lounge, 8 p.m. 
@ Thursday, April 11 
Men's Rape Awareness 
Program (women welcome) 
TBA, 7p.m. 
07ake Back the Campus'° 
Free Speech Forum, 8:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Rape Awareness Peer Educators 
-
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After college--
continued from page 1 
Some surveys indicate that many 
are opting to attend graduate school 
in hopes that the job market will 
eventually get better. Ithaca Col-
lege is a little different though, ac-
cording to Dean of Graduate Stud-
ies William Scoones. "I'm not sure 
if we've seen anything here," 
Scoones said, "For a relatively 
small graduate program we don't 
really notice changes quickly. 
There's usually a lag time of at least 
a year. But, there is an upsurge 
nationally in graduate enrollment." 
Speech communications major 
Beverly Logan sees graduate school 
as her next step after she graduates 
in May. "After working in the Ca-
reer Planning and Placement of-
fice, I decided to get a masters in 
higher education and student per-
sonnel," said Logan. 
1·~ 
• 
Logan said that the assistant-
ship she received from New York 
University will pay all of her tu-
ition. 
According to the MSU report 
there are a lot officlds which could 
be shut out to seniors. 
Hiring decreases are planned in 
agribusiness, construction, elec-
tronics and electrical equipment 
manufacturing, the military, food 
and beverage processing, elemen-
tary and secondary school systems, 
rubber and tire manufacturing, 
aerospace, public utilities and 
transportation, petroleum indus-
tries, lumber products, furniture 
manufacturing, communications 
and telecommunications and gov-
ernment administration. 
Jen Reiss, a TV /R major with a 
concentration in advertising, knows 
what she wants to do, but doesn't 
yet have all her post-graduation 
plans mapped out. Reiss said, "The 
economy is bad, but I still have a 
chance. Employers would be more 
apt to hire someone they can train 
and pay less, rather than someone 
older with more experience." Reiss 
also has an English minor that she 
said "keeps all her doors open." 
John Bradac, assistant director 
of career planning, said that stu-
dents arc reacting in two ways. 'The 
first reaction is the student who 
rushes in here and frantically begins 
working towards securing a job. 
"The second reaction," accord-
ing to Bradac "is the student who 
says 'I'm never going tofindajob' 
and just does nothing, or puts it off 
a year or two. They are either real 
nervous and frantic or not doing 
anything at all." 
Bradac stressed that it's neither 
too early nor too late to begin the 
career placement process. "There's 
'Tliien-PhU 
'Vl'E/I:J£.fil%'ES'E & C:J-{J9{'ES'E CV.ISI:A['E 
~ree Luncli & 'Dinner 
'De{iverg rJJaily * 
j'1>ining-in ~nner Coupon 7 
: Compfimentarg Cfwice of: : 
I Cfia6{isJ Afofsen 'Draft or Sotfa I 
I & free oraer of wings witli I 
I a minimum fooa oraer of I 
2·72 -3357 
aPE!J{_ 'lJ!ll.IL'Y 
Mon. - 'Ifuu-s 11am - 10:00pm 
'.f ri -Sat 11am - 10:30pm 
I $15fortwo I 
I I L 'Ei(JJi,es .9lprif 30, 199 !... _ ~ J 
S und"ay . 11am -9:30pm 
208 9{; 'TIO(}~ S'T. - near tfie commons 
'TaKf,-out / ~ervation.s 2 73-6604 
* ca[[ for information 
we accept creait caras for aeCiv.ery 
this perception that the career plan-
ning office is just for seniors. That's 
not true, we are here for every-
body.?' 
Bradac said that to compensate 
for the recession students may have 
to broaden their prospects a little. 
"We have to worlc Lo take the labels 
off of positions and instead exam-
ine the opportunities that they of-
fer." Bradac said students may find 
it easier to get the same jobs with 
non-profit organi1.ations and small 
to mid-size companies instead of 
large corporations and Fortune 500 
companies. 
Bradac said that in an effort to 
expand the IC career planning pro-
gram Rojek was hired. Rojek's ef-
forts have been a major factor in the 
increase from 69 companies last 
year which offered opportunities at 
IC to the 1 lOthisyear.Ofthose 110 
companies, 13 have dropped out of 
April 4, 1991 
the program because __ of hiring 
freezes. "That's not a lot," Rojek 
said," It really isn't as bad as they 
make it out" 
Rojek explained how the re-
cruitment process works. "Gener-
ally, the companies contact us and 
tell us what positions they are look-
ing for, what majors they arc in-
terested in and if they want a pre-
sentation. 
"We arrange pre-screening in-
terviews which take about 30 min-
utes and then the company contacts 
the student afterwards. I'm trying 
to build the program." 
Both Rojek and Bradac agreed 
that it's the student who is very 
persistent and focused that gets the 
job. "I don't believe that the reces-
sion should stop students from 
finding jobs," Bradac said. "Those 
who are dedicated will be success-
ful." 
OWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '91- '92 
•3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER. WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
• 
• FREE PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LMNG 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6·142 
BE'IWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
Student Governm·ent Executive Board & .. , 
Senior Class 
cand.idates 
~resent their Platform~ 
April 9th at Student Congress, 8:15pm North Meeting Room 
(!( Remember Elections are ·April 17th 
Student Government - Campus Center, Towers, & Terraces 
Senior Class 
- Campus Center .... . . ~ . 
.. 
, --
- ~- ' .., ., ~ . .. . . .,. 8am-9pm 
Make your vote count ' .. ·. 
.,. . 
;-, i1 •.. - • I• 
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Graduation means 
goodbye to spring break:_s~ 
summers off, 
And IBM student pricese 
THE llHACAN 5 . 
-· ·e_ ore you pur~~--y~ut cap"'and gown, theres. 
still time to take advantage of the great student 
price on an I BM Personal System/2.® 
· · While you're still a student, -affordable.-. -. --:..: 
loan payments are also available. with the IBM 
PS/2 Loan for Learning. And on a different 
Whether you need to c:eate impressive 
papers, graphics and spreadsheets for school, 
or business reports for work, or even resumes, 
the PS/2~ comes preloaded with software that 
will let you do just that. And it has a mouse to 
make it easy to use. Plus, there are added tools 
like a notepad, calendat and cardfile-even 
games. And it's expandable so it can grow with 
you throughout graduate school or on the job. 
note, you can get a great low price on the 
Roland~ Desktop Music System. 
Graduation means saying a lot of good-
byes. But before you do, there's 
still time to check into a great 
student price on a PS/2.* See 
what you can do with a PS/2 
today-and what it can do 
for you tomorrow. 
Graduation is a smart move, and so is purchasing an IBM PS/2! 
An IBM PS/2 will help you now, and in your new job_ or Graduate school. 
You can even pay for it with the budget minded Loan for Learning. 
So stop by our display every Tuesday in Egbert Union in front of the 
Candy Shoppe, or call the Educational Purchase Coordinator 
at 274-3030, or call Brett P. Cooper and Daniel J. Driscoll at 277-5476, or 
, Stop by Muller 102 anytime. ==-==® - ---..... -. _,.. _
- - - ---
--
_ _.. __ _ 
"This otter is available to qualified college students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus outlets, 
IBM 1-800-222-7257 or IBM Authorized PC Dealers certified to remarket IBM Selected Academic Solutions. Orders are subject to ava1lab1hty. Prices are 
subject to change. and IBM n:iay withdraw ~he offer at ~ny tim~ without notice. ®IBM. Personal Syst~m/2. and PS/2 are registered trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corporatmn. Roland 1s a registered trademark of Roland Corporation. US. 
©IBM Corporation 1991 
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OPINION 
Student journalists 
are slapped in the face 
A chilling message has been sent to student reporters following the 
three guilty verdicts handed down from Judicial Affairs. 
As.5ociate Professor Barbara Morgenstern of the TV /R department 
believes this action will hinder further attempts at professional news 
coverage by student journalists. 
Two Ithacan staff members and at least one staff reponer from 
World News in Review were found guilty on two of three judicial 
charges (see Guilty journalists p. 2) related to investigation attempts of 
the bomb hoax on the evening of Feb. 19. 
No police lines were crossed nor were requests for identification 
challenged by the students. They were confronted near the college's 
radio transmission tower while attempting to gain a better vantage 
point of the bomb investigation. 
It is appropriate and prudent for the administtation to question the 
students' action, but to convict the reponers of reckless endangennent 
as well as disruptive and indecent conduct is going too far. 
How can Ithaca College build a journalism program where students 
are taught to investigate if they work under the threat of judicial 
action? Now instead of persuing a risky story, student reporters are 
forced to consider their judicial records instead. 
AmyKweskin 
F.clitor in Chief 
Gays deserve show ~f 
sup_port next Tuesday 
Are you going to wear blue jeans on April 9? IC's students, faculty 
and staff ask themselves this question every spring when the Gay and 
Lesbian Alliance request that members of the college community wear 
blue jeans to show their support of gay rights. If this year is anything 
like previous years, then the majority of the campus will proudly 
display its bigoted inrolerance in <Ire$ slacks and sweats next Tuesday. 
But we clearly have oothing to lose and evezything to gain by opening 
our minds to show solidarity against oppression. 
A recent event demonstrates the desperate need for expanded 
tolerance in a society that rightfully professes openness, freedom and 
equality as its ideals. During the SL Patrick's Day parade in Manhattan 
last month, New York's Mayor David Dinkins was hit by a barrage of 
epithets and beer cans because he chose to march with the city's gay 
comm·unity:-·· ·- · ; 
The fact that violent narrow-mindedness plagues even one of the 
nation's most liberal metropolitan areas is disturbing. But if a college 
campus, where individuality should be cultivated and encouraged, can 
not ttanscend ignorance and prejudice, then true equality might be even 
more difficult to achieve than we may hope. 
Wearing blue jeans next Tuesday does not mean that you are a 
homosexual. It means that you support those oppressed by institutional 
and social persecution. It means that you recognize the similarity 
between racial and religious discrimination, and subjugation based on 
sexual preference. And most important., it means that you support 
freedom, equality, openness and justice for us all. Humanity can _have 
no worthier aim; democracy can have no more appropriate ideal. 
Damon Linker 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Memorial service honored war sacrifices 
To the editor: 
On March 28, Students Sup-
porting Action in the Gulf co-
sponsored a Candlelight Memorial 
Service for everybody that suffered 
anddiedintheGulfWar. Wewould 
like to taJre this opportunity to thank 
some people who made it possible. 
rJJ'St, we would like to express 
our sincere thanks toEileenfsnark 
and the Protestant Community, 
Michael Faber and.Hillel and Fr. 
John DeSocio 'andL the Calholic 
Community for their gracious 
cOQ,tributions and sincere support 
wl6ch made the Memorial Service 
such a success. 
In addition to the chaplains who 
contributed their time and support 
for this activity. we would also like 
to thank everybody who showed up 
fortheservice. Thecross-sectionof 
participantswasuulyamazing.Not 
only was each religion on campus 
represented at the service. but there 
were also atheisls there. Some of 
the people believed in the action 
which took place in die Gulf while 
others were aghlnst it. The sense, 
however; was rioi'blle'dfiridivr<iu~· 
ality. but rather one of unity. 
We exp~·how the war af-
fected us and how·it has changed· 
our lives, as it has for everybody 
whether they know it or noL It be-
came evident, upon singing "Peace 
Will Overcome" thal all of us have 
acommonhope: peace.Noneofus, 
no mau..er what our background, 
want to see theneedarisef or another 
service like this one. , _ 
This service meant a lot to us. 
We both came away from it feeling 
spiritually andemotionallyuplifted. 
We believe that it was a much 
needed outlet••fof thesciwhri•2lt~ 
tended. and for some who did not 
Sean Sullivan 
Economics '91 
KeUy McGuirk 
Eco_oomics '92 
Canadian utility threatens vital e_cosystem 
To the editor: 
The more I learn about the latest 
environmental disaster, the morel 
shake my head in disbelief. It's the 
desb'Uction of James Bay, and it's 
9happening in our own back yard. 
Hydro-Quebec is a publicly 
owned but privately run utility in 
Quebec, Canada. It has begun a 
Hydro-electric mega-project con-
structed in three phases. James Bay 
and the Hudson Bay area is the vast 
"northern w~teland" sited for de-
v el opm en t. 
The first phase began construc-
tion in 1971. Four diverted rivers, 
9 dams, 20 dikes, 5 reservoirs and 
13 years later, thel..aGrandeproject 
opened. 10:000 caribou drowned 
instantly as they were crossing the 
river. Hydro-Quebec said that it 
was "an act of God." 
Construction of Phase Two will 
f urthec the destruction: it would di-
vert and obstruct the last remaining 
eight rivers that flow into the east 
sideofJamesBaywith 16dams, 70 
dikes and 10 reservoirs flooding a 
total area the size ofYennont, eco-
logically damaging an area the si.z.e 
of France. 
Phase Three is a long range plan 
to relieve the water shonage of 
North America. James Bay is to be 
diked off from Hudson Bay in order 
to pipe fresh water across"Canada, 
into American rivers and out to 
California 
We are just now beginning to 
learn the effects of Phase One. One 
undeniable problem is that when an 
area of land is flooded, the na1Ur8I 
mercury in bedrock mixes with the 
rotting vegetation and fonns a poi-
son which severely contaminates eastern United States to promote 
the fish and other animals as the their"safe,cleanandcheappower." 
food chain expands. It also emits a· · And now Gov. Mario Cuomo (NY) 
large amount of methane gas into 
the air which contributes to the 
greenhouse effect James Bay/ 
Hudson Bay is a delicate ecosystem 
and a major migratory estuary for 
millions of birds. Rare types of 
Balusa whales and inland seals de-
pend upon the saline bay and fresh 
water tributaries for their spawning 
habitaL And if the destruction of 
animal species isn't enough, there 
are tremendous social consequences 
as well. 
For the 9,700 Cree and the 1,500 
Inuit Indians, another struggle for 
the rights of indigenous people has 
begun. Their land is being flooded, 
their food is being contaminated 
and their culture is being destroyed. 
64% of the people in one village 
were tested to have a higher than 
acceptable amount of mercury in 
their bloodstream. Hydro-Quebec 
speaks of 20th-century progress 
while construction workers invade 
the villages bringing alcohol and 
drugs into communities not ready 
to cope with these pressures. The 
suicide rate for indigenous people 
has increased by25% as depression 
has swept the masses. 
And a11 · for what? Hydro-elec-
tricity that is neither economically 
feasible or necessary. 
Hydro-Quebec currently has a 
$23 billion debt from the construc-
tion of Phase One. The plan for 
Phase Two has been extended by 
seven years in hopes that the-extra 
time will relieve their debt Hydro-
Quebec recently came to the north-
and Gov. Richard Snelling (Vn 
have signed or are negotiating con-
tracts worth billions of dollars for 
the importation of electricity. We 
are paying for the destruction of the 
James Bay region. 
It has been proven by countless 
reJ)9l'ts that through research and 
conservation techniques, the U.S. 
and Quebec could save· billions of 
dollars in just a few years by pro-
moting more efficiendight bulbs. 
We don 'thave to send money outof 
our economy, or sit in !he dark; we 
just have to learn how to conserve. 
It is still possible to save James 
Bay from further destruction. Please 
write your governor, your legisla-
ture and your utilities. Urge them 
not to be a part of further destruc-
tion of our environment, the eco-
system and an indigenous culture. 
There are other ways. Let's save 
James Bay together. 
Becky Wandell 
Cinema/Photography '91 
A_note to readers 
Letters concerning student 
government and senior class 
elections on Apri1·17should be 
submitted no later than Sunday, 
April 7 and should be no more 
than 350 words long. We will 
make every effort to publish a 
· representative sampling of 
opinions about the election. 
Election letters will be published 
in the April 11 issue of 
The Ithacan. 
r.April~~mi-----------------------------------------------------------_------------------------------------------------;;.:;_.~i--------1 
WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
'April 4 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary. 6 p.in., followed 
by Shabbal Dinner. Terrace Dining 
Han. 7:15 p.m. 
Center, 9:30 p.m. - 2 a.m. Office of Career Planning and 
Student Activites doard presents Placement presents Recruiters 
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure, from US Navy 
CONTACT Weekly Meeting 
Newspaper Meeting. N 107, 
Smiddy Hall, 7:30 p.m. __ 
~over Admissions Dinner, K.lingenstein 
Advanced Registration for Fall & Clark Lounges, Campus Center. 
1991 All week. 6:30 p.m. 
Textor 102, midnight. Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel 
Sunday 
April 7 
Sanctuary, noon. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
Movie The Accused with discus-
sion to f'ollow, New Hall Lounge, 8 
p.m. 
ExbibitbyDal'idHolt.ParlcSchooJ Kuumba Repertory Theater 
Photography Gallery, Pad: School Fashion Show, Emerson Suites. Passover 
of Communications. All week. Campus Center. 7 - 11 p.m. 
School of Music presents William 
Bolcom, Visiting Professor of' 
Composition, Guest Lecture.Ford 
Hall Auditorium 8: IS p.m. 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents The Ajgha11 Fo/Jq: Photo-
graphs bJ wu Powea. Gannett 
Center. All week. 
Interfaith Meditation, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary. noon. 
FaultyColloquim Series,DeMotte 
Room, Campus Center, noon. 
AmericanMarketing~tion 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room. Campus Center, 
· noon - 1 p.m. 
English Club Officers Meeting, 
Friends 202, 12:05 p.m. 
G.A.L.A. Blue Jeans Day Rally, 
Free Spech Platfonn. noon Student Activites Board Films Catholic Community Mass, 
present Arachnophobia, 102 Muller Chapel. l0:l5 am., I and 9 
Textor Hall. 7& 9:30 p.m. p.m. Student Activites Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Meeting Room, 
Theater Arts Department pre- African-Latino Society Latin Campus Center, noon -1:15 p.m. 
sents Die Fledermaus, Hoerner Weekend Brunch, Emerson Suite 
Th Dill. gham C 8 A. Campus Center, 11 am. - 2 p.m. Men's Varsity Tennis vs. Hobart, eater, m enter, p.m. 3 School of Music presents Jazz Protestant Community Chicage p.m. 
Ensemble, Ford Hall Auditorium, Folk M~. Muller Chapel Sanctu- Women's Softball vs. Colgate (2), 
8 15 ary, ll:30a.m. 3 p.m. : p.m. 
Senior Class Semi-Formal, 
Sheraton Inn. 9 p.m. 
Varsity Baseball at SLLawrence 
(2), 1 p.m. 
Varsity Baseball vs. Cornell, 3:30 
p.m.(H) 
Student Activites Board Films Women's Varsity Lacrosse vs. ALS Party. Pub/Coffeehouse, ,, 
Campus Center. lOp.m. presents Hair, 102 Textor Hall,+,. Colgate, 3:30 p.m. 
7 & 9p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Geneseo, 4 
Student Activites Board Films GraduateRecitalEleanorStover, (H) 
Communications 
Announcement 
Doing it! Making all the right 
moves in Advenising. The Ithaca 
College American Advertising 
Federation is registering students 
for the 1st Annual Advertising 
Conference. The conference is 
scheduled for April 20 from 8:30 -
4 p.m. For more information call 
256-9365. 
presents Bill & Ttd's Excellent p.m. 
Aids Task Force Meeting, Ad .......... liextor l02, mi"dnighl Horn,FordHallAuditorium,2p.m. 1 t F t ·ty C •1 M t DeMotteRoom,CampusCenter,3 r .. ,....... n er- ra erm ounca ee -
Writing Center 
Announcement 
Submit your essays, poems, st°' 
ries and scripts for annual writ-
ing contest. See rules on the doorof 
thye Writing Center. Parle 228. 
Prizes will be awarded at the Writing 
Program's spring party. Deadline: 
Graduate Recital Ronald Bixler ing, Terrace 1 Lounge, 6:30 p.m. 
p.m. Saturday Jr, Saxophone, Ford Hall Audito-
Admissioos Welcome ror Prom- rium, 4 p.m. ~Fareer Plapnnirng ~~dWPlackembent 
April 6 uture er eel or s op. ising Sch'olar Program, Coffee- Kappa Gamma Psi Meeting, 3rd Emerson Suite A, Campus Center, 
house, Campus Center, 5:15 p.m. fl 1 'T' 12A 6p 6 30 8 
NRHH Meeting, DeMoue Room. 
Campus'Center. 5:30- 6:30p.m. 
Career Planning Off"1ee Environ-
mental Occupation Workshop, 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center. 7 -
9p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller-Chapel. 7-p.m.:· _· 
Politics Club Weekly Meeting, 
Friends 304. 7 p.m. 
Sign Language Club Meeting. 
Phillips Room, Muter Chapel, 7 
p.m. 
Cayugan Photo Contest, North 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 7 
p.m. 
Modem Languages Variety Pro-
gram, Emerson Suites. Campus 
Center, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, 
Phillips Room, Muller Chapel. 8 
p.m. 
-
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Die Fledermaus, Hoerner 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Faculty Recital Leslie Jones, Pi-
ano, Ford Hall Auditoriwn, 8:1S 
p.m. 
Friday 
April 5 
Pas.5over 
Last Day to Withdrawwitha "W" 
in Semester Courses 
Women's Indoor/Outdoor Track 
and Field at Albany Invitational 
(A) 
Women's Softball at Montclair 
Tournament (A) 
Varsity Spring Golf at Alfred, 1 
p.m.(A) 
ScboofofMusic presents Student 
Recilal, Ford Hall Auditorium, 1 
p.m. 
106-VIC 50 Hour Marathon 
Kickoff, Campus Center Lobby. 2 
p.m. 
Men's Varsity Tenni~ .. at 
Clarkson, 3 p.m. (A) .~ 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse at 
Oneonta, 3:30 p.11\~_(A) 
~~I~, 
... :;:::::_-, .... 
"· 
~over oor ounge, .1errace , .m. : - p.m. 
April 8. 
Women's Indoor/Outdoor Track 
and Field at Albany Invitational 
Residential Life Area Training, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 6:45 p.m. 
Men'slndoor/OutdoorTrackand 
Field at Mansfield Residential Life R.A. Training Se~ion,Emerson Suite A, Campus 
Women's Softball at Montclair Center. 7 p.m. · 
Tournament Faculty Recital Angus Godwin, 
Math Fair,. Friends 101. lOZ.103 Vqi&;e,FordHallAuditoriwn, 8:JS 
& 104. 9 - noon. p.m. 
Admis.5ions Breakfast for Prom-
asan g Scholar program, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 9 a.m. 
School of Music Audition Day 
Demonstration Ithaca Wind 
Quintet and Chorus, Campus 
Center, 9:30 a.m. 
Men's and Women's Varsity 
Crew at Georgetown, IO a.m. 
Elective Recital, Sonja Brach, 
Percussion, Nabenhauer Room, 
Ford Hall, 9 p.m. 
Monday 
April 8 
Gay Awarenes.s Week 
Rape Awareness Week 
Financial Management Associa-
tion Speakers/Meeting, Clark 
Lounge. Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 
p.m. 
People ror the Understanding or 
Women's Issues Meeting, Con-
ference Room. Campus Center, 8 
p.m. 
Around Town 
Cayuga Chimes 2nd annual Spa-
ghetti Dinner. Tickets $6 adults, 
$350 children. Fri. April 12, St. 
John's Church Parish Hall. 210 N. 
Cayuga St, S - 7 p.m. 
. , ' 
Student Government Congress· -- Recreation and Historic .Preser-
Meeting, North Meeting Room, vation Region statewide qualify. 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. - midnight. iog procedures for lifeguards, 
School of Music presents Brass 
Choir, FordHallAuditorium,8:15 
p.m 
Panel on Sexual Assault and Rape, 
Textor 101, 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
April 10 
Saturday, April 6, Watkins Glen 
High School, 11 a.m. 
Literacy Volunteers or Tomkins 
County will bold it's fourth an-
nual Readathon fund-raiser., 
April I - 13. Anyone interested in 
participating call 277-6442. 
Office of Planning and Placement 
InternationalPrograms,London present Recruiters froro Sheila 
Center Orientation, Textor 102, Nussbaum Gallery 
10 a.m. - noon. 
Residential Life Lottery Apart-
ment Sign-ups, Emerson Suites, 
Varsity Spring Golf vs. Oswego Campus Center, 6 p.rn. - i:nidnight 
Men's Varsity Tennis at St. 
Lawrence, 11 am. 
Ithaca Children's Choir and the 
Community School or Music and 
Art sponsor "Goods and Services 
Auction', Ithaca High School Caf-
eteria, Sat. April 6, 10 a.m. 
Varsity Baseball at Clarkson (2), 
lp.m. 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Rensselear 
Polytechnic Institute, 2 p.m. (H) 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Die Fledermaus, Hoerner 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 2 and 
8p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Recital, 
Nabenhauer Room, 3 p.m. 
African Latino S~iety Speaker, 
Textor 102, 3 p.m. · 
with Colgate, I p.m. 
Judicial Affairs Alcohol Educa-
tion Seminar, DeMotte Room, 
Campus Center, 7 - 9 p.m. 
Self Defence Workshop, New Hall 
Lounge, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society Meeting, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 8 - IO p.m. 
"What's Normal in the 
Paranormal," a talk debunking 
the myths or paranormal psy-
chology by Gordon Hammerle of 
Adrian College, Park Auditorium, 
8p.m. 
Senior Recital Lynn Compass, 
Piano,FordHallAuditorium,4p.m. Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
Student Activites Board Films Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. · 
present Arachnophobia 102 
Textor Hall, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Bureau of Concerts Staff Meet-
ing, Nonh Meeting Room, Campus 
Graduate Lecture/Recital James Center. 8:1S - 9:30 p.m. 
Wolfe, Voice, Nabenhauer Room, 
Ford Hall. 7 p.m. 
Senior Recital Amy Meneely, 
Voice, Ford Hall Auditoriwn 8:1S 
p.m. 
Joint Recital, Gifford Howarth 
and Vincent PilzJllo, Percussion, 
Nabenhauer Room.Ford Hall 9p.m. 
African-Latin Society Weekend 
Party; The Coffeehouse, Campus 
Faculty Recital, An Evening of 
Opera, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 1S 
p.m. 
Vocal Jazz Concert, Pub/Coffee-
house, Campus Center, 9 p.m. 
Tuesday 
April 9 
Student Life Departmental 
Workshop, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Support 
Group, Residential Life Office, 4 -
S p.m. For more infonnation call 
272-3141. 
Community Service Network 
Committee Meeting, Friends 302, 
6:4S - 8p.m. 
Women Direct Presents Speaker 
Maureen Turim, Park 211, 7 p.m. 
Hillel Yorn Hashoah Commemo-
ration, Muller Chapel, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Internship 
Program 
National Association of Latino 
Elected and Appointed Officials 
is beginning it's nation-wide 
search for qualified Hispanic col-
lege students to participate in an 
intensive five week public policy 
internship. Application and pro-
gram infonnation obtained from 
NALEO 708 G Street, S.E., Wash-
ington, D.C. 2003 202-S46-2536. 
Application deadline May 10. 
APPLY YOURSELF 
Applications for Ithacan summer staff 
positions are now available in 
The Ithacan office, 269 Park. 
Positions open in all areas of the paper: 
reporting 
photography 
advertising sales 
layout design 
Applications must be submitted to The Ithacan office 
by 5 p.m. Monday, April 8, 1991 
,j 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Peaks, plunges fill 'Fledermaus' 
By Tammy M. Lynch 
There are cenain times in your life when 
it feels like you're riding a roller coaster, 
I REVIEW.- I 
even though your feet are finnly attached to Rosalinda ends up at the costume ball. Now 
the ground. the stage is literally set. Everyone is at the 
IC's production of Johann Strauss's Die ball. By the time the night is over and the 
Fledermaus, which opened April 2 · at players are unmasked, everyone has danced, 
Dillingham Center, is one of those times. sung, plotted, connived and drunk cham-
Fortunately, this ride had many more worth- pagne until they can no longer stand up. 
while peaks than plunges. · The score for Die Fledermaus, Strauss's 
The comic opera, Die Fledemums, cen- most popular opera, is based largely on his 
ters around Gabriel von Eisenstein and his own Viennese Waltzes. The music is consis-
wife Rosalinda. The story involves their tentzy melodic and enchanting, while at the 
doctor,herfonnerlover,hislawyer,themaid, san\e time being complex and intricately 
a foreign prince, a ballet dancer, a warden, a crafted. 
drunk jailer, an eight-day jail sentence, a The two lead performers, K. Megan Hook 
butterfly and a bat and Donald T. Davis, as Rosalinda and 
When the opera opens, it is I 874 Vienna. Eisenstein, do superbly at mastering Strauss 's 
GabrielvonEiscnsteinhasjustbeensentcnced soaring score. Rosalinda is particularly de-
to eight days in jail for a minor offense, and 
js to report to the warden that evening. 
Meanwhile, Rosalinda is expecting her fonner 
lover, Alfred, to call on her as soon as her 
husband is safely deposited in his cell. 
At the same time, Rosalinda's maid, Adele, 
has received an invitation from her sister to a 
costume ball atamysterious prince's mansion 
that evening. 
"Overacting is one of the main 
problems in Fledermaus. The 
actors seem to have been 
directed as if they were acting 
in front of an audience of 
2,000." 
Photo by Miles Fawcett 
Don Davis and K. Megan Hook star as Eisenstein and Rosalinda In the Ithaca 
College Theatre production of Johann Strauss' Die Fledermaus. 
Adele begs for the night off to care for her 
"deathly ill" aunt She receives no objection 
from Rosalinda, who is happy to have her 
maid out of the house while Alfred visits. 
Eisenstein has had a change of plans, 
however. His friend, Doctor FalJce, has 
convinced him to postpone surrendering, so 
that he can attend the entertainment event of 
the year-- the prince's grand ball. 
Eventually, Alfred lands in jail and 
manding vocally -- she must reach a high C 
several times -- but Hook's pure, spirited 
soprano dances over Strauss's notes with 
ease. She even hits one of her high C's while 
being hoisted onto the shoulders of two men. 
Acting, however, is often a problem for 
Hook. She does not seem comfortable with 
the unusually large amount of spoken dia-
logue in Fledermaus. Hook can play the part 
of Rosalinda during her grand arias because 
she can fall back on her singing, but she often nothing in this production is understated. 
does not succeed during the more under- In fact, overacting is one of the main 
stated and quiet spoken moments. problems in Fledermaus. The actors seem to 
Davis· rich, strong tenor voice is ext.en- have been directed as if they were acting in 
sivelystretched. He,likeHook, comfortably front of an audience of 2,000. Everything, 
executes Strauss's demanding score. Davis' from foot stomping to grimaces, is too melo-
acting is also good, although at times his dramatic. . 
movements and gestures were large enough Often, the actors work so hard for a laugh 
to be seen across campus. To say they were that it borders on ridiculous. The most hys-
overoonewould be an understatement, but See "Fledermaus," page 9 
Twisted and dark: .. ,VIC DJs 
stay awake 
for charity 
SAB brings the humor 'of a-confused mind' to the 
Pub with Texas comedian Steve 'Spanky' McFarlin 
By Cindy Rouch 
Who is Spanky? Forty years ago the 
answer would have been the small, chubby 
kid from the Our Gang series. Nowadays 
the answer Steve McFarlin, a fresh, innova-
tive comic who, minus Alfalfa, proudly totes 
the same last name as the original Spanky. 
This born-and-bred Texan earned a B.F.A. 
in painting and drawing from the University 
of North Texas and originally owned a de-
sign studio before his comedy act took off. 
"I was working with a lot of Fortwie 500 
companies with hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in advertising budgets and I didn't 
want my clients knowing I was getting up in 
front of a bunch of drunks at night in comedy 
clubs," he said. 
Thal' s why he started using his childhood 
nickname instead of his real name, Steve 
McFarlin. 
Spanky's career seemed to room the first 
couple of years. He was on national television 
within eleven months of his first stage ap-
pearance. He first broke into the business by 
spending a year writing comedy and working 
for comics. 
•Then I decided I was kind of giving it 
away and I really had the urge to perfonn," 
he said. He then started doing open-mic nights 
at the local Dallas clubs. 
He explained that he usually starts with 5 
minute appearances. When you work up to 
15 minutes you become an .. opener" and at 
30 you're a 'middle acL' 45 minutes gives 
you the title of 'headliner.,,. 
Those open-mic nights gave way to per-
formances at over 200 colleges and clubs. 
Spanky has also appeared on Evening at I~ 
lmprov, Comk Strip Live, Star Search and 
MTV. He recently finished taping a new 
show for A&E making it his twenty-fourth 
television show. 
Spanky will finish off the Student Activi-
ties Board's cooiedyline-upfortheyear. His 
act starts April 4 at 9 p.m. in the Pub, Some 
audience members will receive free SAB T-
shirts and mugs from SAB. Spanky recom-
mended that anyone who is sensitive or eas-
ily off ended should sray home. 
.. My act is very off-beat and non-
traditional .. .if you're expecting a Johnny 
Carson monologue or Jack on Three's Com-
pany. It's not anything like that. It's very 
twisted, dark humor, but it's all in good fun. 
It has an edge to it which is something I've 
always strived for. It's not a comedy of 
hatred like a Dice-Clay or a Sam Kini son, buL 
more or less the comedy of a confused mind," 
he said. Steve "Spanky" Mc Farlin 
His style is.influenced by comedians like . edy. · ·· · 
Jay Leno, Gary Shandling, and .. brilliant" .. Whenyoufirs~start,avoidanythingdirty. 
newcomer, Bill Hicks. You can get the 'laughs from saying diny 
.. There's only a handful ( of comedians} words, but it's more of a shock value. People 
that I really dislike. In this business if you can laugh out of ernbarassment when they hear 
achieve notoriety and make it to that upper something really dirty. It's different when 
echelon, you pretty much deserve iL It takes someone like Richard Pryor does it or 
quite a bit to get there I've discovered," he someone that's already established because 
said. when they get dirty, they'll get the respect 
Spanky said that the comedy business from the people anyway. An unknown (co-
wreaks havoc on your social life and can median) isn't going to get that same respect. 
make it hard to maintain a relationship. Then I would try to work as clean as you can. There 
there's the usual comedy horror stories. are so many people trying· to be comics 
He remembers perfonning in a nice hotel nowadays {that) to make it you have to come 
in front of about 300 people. He tried every- up with an approach that's different," he said. 
thing but "couldn't buy a laugh." His· 30 Spanky explained why he entered the risky 
minuteactwounduplasting l0or15minutes. world of comedy. "It's something I always 
Off-stage, the manager infonned him he had generated towards. I was always a comedy 
just perfonned for a Gennan delegation that junkie. It's a fenile market right now. There 
didn't understand a word of English. "That are comedy clubs everywhere and a lot of 
was the only time of my life I wanted to be money to be made." -
able to juggle or do magic tricks," he said. Hesaidthathegetsa goodfeeling,knowing 
As for the advantages of being a come- he has "300 to 1,000 people in the palm of 
dian, he loves all the people he meets. (his) hands. Th.ey•re having a good tim~ 
"I travel the same places a couple times a because of you. I thiiik there's sqme degree 
year and I have friends that I've known for of nobility to it in the sense that ·you're 
years there. Every time I come to town it's a making people forget their problems mo-
big deal so I have friends all over the country. mentarily. It's such an adrenaline rush. rm 
That part I really enjoy.• he said. _ sure it·s better than any drug ever made. 
Spanlcy offered a few wools of advice to When you're out there and you•re on a roll, it 
those who are thinking of petfonning com- just feels good." 
By Cara Kleinbaut 
Forthep~ysicallyandmenlallychallenged 
children of the Special Children's center, 
Friday, April 5, through Sunday, April 7, will 
not be an ordinary weekend. 106--VIC, Ithaca 
College's Solid Rock station will hold their 
fifth annual 50-hour sponsored marathon 
known as 50 for Kids, with all the proceeds 
going to benefit lhe regional children's cen-
ter. 
Broadcasting for 50 hours, DJs Chris 
Martin and Warren Oppmann will host the 
event, which will be kicking off at 2 p.m. in 
the Campus Center. Listeners will hear the 
familiar cl~ic rock fonnat, however indi-
vidual sponsors and the general public can 
request different types of music at any point 
during the marathon. 
According to Lisa Burke, VIC's Public 
Relations Director, special events to be fea-
tured are .. fonner hosts Eric Holland and 
Mike W~lace (who) will be stopping by on 
Saturday, along with last year's hosts, Bob 
Schultz and Mark Spencer." Additionally, 
.. The news department is working on putting 
a package together on the history of the 
marathon." Martin, VIC's station manager,, 
looks forward to .. a lot of surprises. When 
you•re up that long, you really get a little 
'7.any." 
For the past five years VIC has donated all 
the proceeds to local challenge industries. 
This year. Burke said, "We all agreed that the 
Special Children's Center, because they of-
fer services to the youth of the community 
who possess mental and physical challenges, 
would benefit the most if we did the mara-
thon for them.,, Their goal this year is to raise 
$ 2,000, although last year they fell $300 
shonof their $1500 goal. 
Promotions Director, Marcy Norton, 
points out that "it is an ambitious goal. 
See "Radio Marathon," page 9 
Radio Marathon---
Continued from page 8 
"Sponsorship is going well but we always 
encourage people to get a bunch of their 
friends together, each pitch in five dollars, 
and sponsor an hour. Give up that Danz 
cookie and give the dollar to the Special 
Children's Center," she said. 
· After being chosen out of eight possible 
duos, what are DJ's Chris Martin and Warren 
Oppmann going to do to make it through a 
sleepless, fifty hour broadcast? Although 
this may seem Jike an almost impossible 
task, Oppmann explained that "yes, it is fifty 
hours, but it is something that Chris and I 
love to do and it's a really good cause, mak-
ing it completely worth it" 
Reflecting VIC' s desire for as much audi-
ence participation as possible, Norton adds 
that "we also would like to encourage people 
to stop by or wake people up in the middle of 
the night, just to see how they're doing." 
Manin also mentioned that "The key to the 
marathon is support.It's not so hard staying 
up for fifty hours if you have people around 
keeping you going." Martin also revealed 
that "whoever comes up with the most imagi-
native way of keeping Warren and I awake 
will get prizes, like compact discs and records. 
Also, I'll put anyone on the air if they come 
down to the studio, even if it's just to say 
hello." 
In addition to moral suppon, Oppmann 
·and Martin are receiving food donations from 
the Coddington Restaurant and the Rosebud 
Restaurant, along with a large supply of coffee 
and soda to keep them going. 
According to Chris Wheatley, VIC's Op-
erations Manager, "I'm really proud of the 
way this is all coming together. This is the 
fifth year we've done the marathon and it's 
by far the best organized, and I think we can 
count on attaining our goal." 
The Protestant Community 
invites you to the 
by Art Gorman 
. ' -- .... ..--:-· . . '~- - -
Die Fledermaus----
Continued from page 8 
terical moments in the production don 'tcome 
whensomeonejumpsupanddownandpouts, 
but when they allow their characters to gently 
!merge. A perfect example of this is Edward 
W. Valenti as Rosalinda•s fonner lover, 
Alfred. Valenti's acting is always first-rate. 
He becomes his character, not just an actor 
playing a part. His womanizing foreigner is 
a comic treat 
Unfortunately, Valenti'ssmooth, flowing 
tenor voice is sometimes difficult to hear 
over the orchestra -- a problem for many of 
the pcrfonners throughout the production. 
Michelle DeCoste as the maid, Adele, 
also has some shining acting moments, al-
though-she apparently comes from the 'when 
in doubt, stomp and pout' school of thought 
Her voice, however, is always superb. 
She does not seem as comfortable in the 
higher range as Hook, but she is very strong 
in the mid and lower ranges. Mostimponant.. 
she doesn't just sing her songs, she perfonnu 
Thecastmembersperformingattheopen· 
ing night perfonnance will not be on every 
night Because of the difficulty Qf both the 
individual roles ana the overall production, 
this show is double casL 
On Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday 
Evening, Sharon M. Richards and John Slivon 
will play Rosalinda and Eisenstein, respec-
tively. Regardless of which perfonnance is 
auended, IC's Die Fledermaus is an en-
chanting evening fu)) of spectacle and fun. 
Tickets for the Thursday evening and Sat-
urdaymatinee,availablc at the IC Box Office, 
are $3.50 for students, senior citizens, and 
Ithaca College Faculty and staff. They are 
$5.00 for the general public. For the Friday 
and Saturday evening shows, tickets are $4 .00 
and $6.00, respectively. For more infonna-
tion, cal) the Theatre Box Office at 27 4-3224. 
Let us help you keep your sunny 
vacation tans at. .. 
TAN~zu 
~SJ'1QASessions $45~ 
W 20 Sessions $80 • 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri Barri-1 Opm 
Sat & Sun 9am-8pm 
E ires 4111191 
Call 272-5598 
609 W-. Clinton St. 
. EXTRA SPEc1AL eo1r10N .. EXTRASPECIAL eomoN .. EXTRA-SPeCIALEomoN. 
- ·-- -----------------·--·-----·------·--·-------------------------------- ---------- · 
HAPPY THURSDA y HOUR 
Happy hour ·has been moved t~ 
sf THURSDAY 8-10 p.m.,fa 
FRIDAY 
THE Semi-Formal Cocktail Party 
6-8 p.m. 
WINE & CHEESE & CHAMPAGNE 
EXTRA SPECIAL EDITION .. EXTR~~~~~!)l~~~~~~~~~CIAL ED~!?.~.:: 
215 E. Seneca St. Downtown 
, •. n. 1011JE !Q!ACAN, Pl 7 I I • : • J a 
Musical maturity 
infuses iQut of Time' 
By Christopher J. Beiter 
R.E.M., one of the most innova-
tive bands of the American rock 
scene in the 1980s, is poised to 
make the '90s their decade for ma-
jor success with the release of their 
new album Out of Time. 
R.E.M. first broke through the 
airwaves with the hit "The One I 
Love" off of their fifth studio al-
bum Document. 
The follow up album, Green, 
surpassed the success of its prede-
cessor by selling over a million 
copies, and s~wning the top three 
hit single "Stand." 
Several musical publications 
suggested that R.E.M was 
America's best band (a year later 
they were saying the same about 
the Talking Heads when they re-
leased Naked). · 
Green was looked at as being 
Jhe albwn that would detennine the 
path which R.E.M would musically 
navel. 1bat path seemed to be one 
leading to commercial success. 
Out of T~ diverges from the 
path forged by Green, but not very 
far. The new album presents a more 
optirni~coutloo~Mdincorporates 
a countiy/southem taste to it that 
was not present on other R.E.M. 
works. The album does have a 
definite commercial appeal, but not 
as blatantly as Green. 
"Radio Song" opens up Out of 
Time as a pleasant musical mess. 
Michael Stipe and the crew get 
funky for the first time ever, 
blending pumping guitar and bass 
to Stipe 's vocals, which take a s~b well, are happier sounding than the 
at programmed, predictable radio often somber recording past of 
songs. Additional vocals by KRS-1 RE.M. 
only serve to annoy, and cripple "Endgame" suggests that the 
this tune. bMd has matured, and has settled 
The first single off of the album, down. Soft horn and string arrange-
"Losing My Religion," is up next ments highlight this relaxing song. 
This is definitely the best track on UnlikeotherslowR.E.M.songs, 
the entire work.Peter Buck switches this one cannot be turned up loud. It 
fromguitartomandolinandastring lacks the punch that the band has 
accompaniment is arranged. Both always incorporated into even the 
contrast the dark brooding Stipe slowest of their songs. 
vocals. "Shiny Happy People" is the 
"That's me in the corner, that's "Stand"ofOutofTime.Itisthemost 
me in the spotlight. losing my reli- intentionally commercial song of 
gion," whines Stipe. Could he be the album, and has the "sing along" 
_ debating whether the commercial quality of "Stand" to it that will 
direction that R.E.M. has turned in appeal to many listeners. 
is a sellout of his convictions? One can definitely notice, when 
"Low" is the answer to that comparing the two songs, the re-
question. R.E.M. is still the same !axed attitude on "People" which 
four guys writing songs about life, fits well with the rest of the new 
and they have11't lost their religion album. 
yeL Tension is built in this tune by . Kate Pierson, of the B-52's,sings · 
the dark: drumming, and ihen it is backup with a country twMg, and 
pulled to a peak by Stipe's yoice, - makes the tune a little mon: south-
only to be brought down again to em sounding than is typical for the 
the depths that it came from. boys from Athens, Ga. 
Stipe shows his skill at manipu- Stipe gives his best performance 
Iating the mood of his listeners by of this album on "Half a World 
bringing them on a ride up and Away." He moans, he whines, and 
down until "Low" finally _fades he mumbles; but that is what Stipe 
away. is best aL Mike Mills adds harpsi-
Drummer Bill Berry shines on chord, to an already _strange mix of 
"Near Wild Heaven,., singirfg along mandolin and strings. 
withStipeandbassistMikeMillsto The melody is reminiscent of 
show that the three comrades can "Swan Swan H" off of Life's Rich 
stilldeliverthehannonies that were Pageant, but again, in com~on. 
such a trademark soWid on earlier the band still pulls off a lighter, 
albums. The difference now is that happier feeling. 
not_onlythemusic,butthevocalsas "Texarkana" features Mills on 
REVIEW 
lead vocals. This is only the second business . for over a decade now, 
song on Out o/Time which features . releasing an album almost every 
thebeautifulhannoniesthatR.E.M. year since 1983. They started as 
is capable of. It .is also less oblivi- innovators: Now R.E.M. has the 
ously ~PPY. than the other upbeat · luxury of success, and the opponu-
songs orithis work. nity to mature musically. 
"Counlly F~back" has a bar- Out of T~ is the seventh in a 
ren, raw sound that is· not present line of excellent albums. R.E.M. is 
elsewhere on the album. Stipe's notthesameasitwas inthe"80s,so 
vocals are the center of attention, don't buy the'llew alblDJl expecting 
yet·Buck's guitar work steals the to hear the etemal college radio 
show, shimmering and aching band. Do expect an excellent al-
around the vocalists thoughts. bum by four good musicians who 
Pierson joins the gang again for have been together for over ten 
the last tune, "Me in Honey." She years. 
and Stipe howl as if they were at a Out of Time is a solid, entertain-
southem sing-a--long. Thetwleturns ing, quality effort. It may be a bit 
out pleasant enough, but delivers mellow, but listen to ii without pre-
nothing incredibly innovative. conceived notions about its malc-
R.E.M. has been in the music ers, before you decide on its worth. 
TONIGHT 
is SAB',s- Last Comic of the VEA·R 
~ PRESENTS: 
SPANKV 
As Seen On: 
MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour 
Comic Strip Live 
Showtime 
The Late Show 
Evening At the lmprov 
And Much More .... 
'Turtles' lacks talent 
Decrepit humor and an embarassing plot plague sequel 
By Joel Fenster 
Which of the following is 
worse?: 
I) There is a sequel to Teenage 
MlllfJnl Nitlja Turtles. 
2) The sequel is dedicated to the 
memory of Jim Henson. 
3)ThesequelstarsDavidWaroer 
(Evil in Time Bandits, the photog-
rapberin The Omen), a British actor 
who usually rises above the mate-
rial 
4)The sequel features VanilJa 
Ice in a cameo 
5) The sequel will make lots of 
money. 
~ing each problem one 
by one - we all knew there would 
be a sequel to this off-beat, semi-
hwnorous, waste-of-time.-for-any-
one--with-a-brain movie. Anything 
that can make as much money in a 
weekend as thatmoviecostdeserves 
a sequel by Hollywood standards. 
The Turtles started their life as a 
comic book that commented and 
poked fun at things wrong with 
society.1bey have now become the 
object of their own ridicule. They 
fight, eat piZ7.a and say hip phrases 
like "Cowabunga" and "Eclectic. n 
They even _try to use words like 
"Pe:resuoika' in a lame attempt at 
humor •• 
A plot is unnecessary and gets 
in the_ way of mindless kiddie-fare 
and T~enoge MU/lllll Ninja Turtles 
II: The. Secret Of The Ooze is no 
differenL 
The Turtles' arch-enemy, 
Shreddu, gets hold of the ooze that 
created the Turtles and makes mu-
tants of his own to defeat them. Of 
course the amphibious four win. 
Movie 
Review 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninia··Turtles II 
The Ithacan rates movies from 
1 to 10, with 10 being the best. 
Jim Henson's Creature Shop 
designed the animatronic Turtles as 
well as several other creatures. 
Thank goodness, Henson's reputa-
tion is strong enough to rise above 
dreck like this. 
The creatures are works of tech-
nological art - the film is some-
thing else. Al least the Henson name 
gives the film some sort of cred-
ibility - although what type and 
how much is anybody's guess. 
With remote-controlled puppets 
playing most of the roles, there re-
ally isn't much need to commenton 
acting. Paige Turco replaces Judith 
Hoag as April O'Neil, the reporter-
friend of the Turtles. 
So much for continuity. Turco 
spends most of the film standing 
around and shaking her head at the 
antics of the shelled-ones. 
English actor David Warner ap-
pears as Professor Perry, the in-
ventor of the ooze. What the heck is 
he doing here? Warner is an actor 
who can single-handedly save a 
sinking film. What can he do when 
he'sboardedonethatseemstohave 
· already sunk? 
·comeonMr. Wamer,getanew 
agent - or at least start reading 
scripts before you shoot a film. Star 
Tre/c V was bad, but this is down-
right embarassing. Speaking of 
cmbarassing thing~. if Vanilla Ice be-
came the ambassador for earth when 
meeting an alien race, we'd all be dead 
meat. Ice's "Ninja Rap" scene is a 
blatant case of second-degree plagia-
rism. 
Since he's stolen from lots of other 
musicians, it was only a matter of time 
before he started stealing from himself. 
The man should be strung up by his 
ears and forced to listen to his own 
garbage.Anyfilmthatisevenremotely 
related to this pompous ego deserves 
an automatic zero. 
Of course I'm probably putting too 
much pressure on this film --a pressure 
it does not deserve. The two turtle 
films were not designed to be an and 
they were not designed to educate or 
make us think. 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles If: 
the Secret O/The Ooze was designed 
to make money and entertain. Here is 
where its problems lie. 
The film will make money because 
kids lilre the Turtles. Just walk into the 
nearest toy store. We had Star Wars. 
This generation has Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles. They're everywhere. 
They even have a new snack called 
"PizzaCrunchabungas." So fhey make 
money. Do they entertain? 
No, they don't The only saving 
graces are a few funny lines, neat 
special puppet effects, the Henson 
name, and the appearence of David 
Warner(whatever good that does here). 
All of this at least counteracts VanilJa 
Ice's obnoxiousness. 
For those of you thinking it would 
be fun to see something stupid, save 
your money -- even the seven-yaer-
olds were bored. 
~ 
• 
Movie Listings 
April 5-12 
HOYT'S AT 
PYRAMID MALL 
phone 257-2700 
SIience of the Lambs(R}---
Daily 4:10, 7:10, 9:50;Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 1 :1 O 
Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles II [PG)--4:30, 6:30, 
8:30; Sat.& Sun. matinees at 
1:30 
Defending Your Life [PG-
13)--Daily 4:15, 7:15, 9:45; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1: 15 
Career Opportunities [PG-
13)--Daily 3:50, 6:50; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 12:50 
Warlock(R)-Daily 9:55 
Dances With Wolves [PG-
13]--Daily 4:30, 8; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 12:30 _ 
The Marrying Man [R]--Daily 
4,7, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 1 
The Doors (R]--Daily 
3:45,6:45,9:30; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 12:45 
STATE THEATER 
phone 273-2781 
Ftve Hearts-Daily 7; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 1 
Class Act-Daily 9:15; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 3:15 
Fast Getaway-Daily 7:30, 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
1:30, 3:30 
!FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Awakenings [PG-13}-Daily 
7:15, 9:30 Call for matinee 
times 
L.A. Story--Daily 7:15; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 4:30 
Green Card [PG-13]-Daily 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
4:30 
Hamlet-Daily 7, 9:45; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 272-1256 
Cyrano de Bergerac--Daily 7, 
9:40; Sat. & Sun: matinees at 
2, 4:40 
Taxi Blues-Daily 7:1 o. 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:10, 
4:30 
SABWEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Arachnophobia-Fri. & Sat. at 
7, 9:30 
BIii and Ted's Excellent. 
Adventure-Fri. & Sat. at 
midnight 
Hair-Sun. at 2,7, 9:30 
Entertainment Writers 
Join the Ithacan Staff 
Contact Jim Fenno or Beverly Goodman 
at 274-3207 or stop by 
The Ithacan office, Park School 
of Communications, Room 269. 
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THE 
I I ITHACA COLLEGE 
A Toe-Tapping Full-Length Musical 
The Cotton Patch Version of Matthew and John 
Music and Lyrics 
Harry Chapin 
Thursday, April 11 
Friday, April 12 
Saturday, April 13 
8pm Mulle-r- ·Chapel 
Admissio-n: $3~00 
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Limited Seating \ 
Tickets on sale Beginning March 25 at Chapel Office 27 4-3103 ) 
After April 1 in Campus Center ) 
. ' \ 
Sponsored b~ the catholic Community and the IC Interfaith Religious Council ' 
BUREAU I OF I CONCERTS I 
I One student-run I 
organization providing 
a quality service for the 
ITHACA COLLEGE COMMUNITY 
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· Cultivating a relaxed country ambiance 
!Jy Beth RCNllldJ 
Th~·s no place like home. 
Amie's. a ft:SlaUl'aDt serving clas--
uc Americml cuisine. knows this, 
md offm its customers the look 
md fed of a arzy counuy home. 
'lberesumantlookedsmallfrom 
he ouJSidc. but inside had three 
evds with ample seating. Dried 
'loral WIQlhs and paintings deco-
ated tbc walls. T\Vo unlit fire-
>laces added a country cabin aura 
o the room. The lables were cov-
:red with green phwc aablecloths, 
aniniscent ~ a picnic cloth. A 
:andleooeacblable.cxxnbinedwith 
fun overhead lighting and soft 
nusic, added to lhe tranquil atmo-
;phere of lhe place. 
The menu classified the main 
dishes into international daily spe-
cials, all-American specialties and 
entrees, as well as offering appetiz-
ers and children's dinners. All of 
Amie's recipes are original, and on 
the menu it said that the homemade 
barbecue and marinade sauces are a 
family tradition. Entrees ranged 
from$5.95-$14.95, with children's 
dinners costing $2.95. 
The service was prompt and at-
tentive at first, yet after the appe-
tizers were served, lagged behind a 
little. Therewasalongwaitbetwecn 
the appetizers and the salads, and 
again before the main course was 
served. While some could call this 
service slow, relaxed may be a better 
word. It was like sining around a 
family dinner table, with time to 
Dining -
Review 
Amies 
The Ithacan rates restaurants on a scale 
of 1 to 10, wah 10 being the best .. 
enjoy the meal. 
The meal began with a basket of 
wann cornbread, which was moist 
and crumbly. The appetizers, 
chicken fingers and mozzarella 
sticks, tantalized the taste buds. The 
chicken, served with a tangy bar-
becue sauce~ was juicy and tender. 
The moz:zarella sticks were crisp 
·---------------------~-----· 
andcamewithaspicytomatosauce. 
The salads were topped with a 
house vinaigrette dressing which 
wasextremelythickandhadastrong 
mustard flavor. 
The generously portioned en-
trees were presented in a simple 
manner. The Chicken in a Basket, 
priced at $5.95, consisted of crispy 
skin with moist, tender chicken, a 
combination hard to achieve, but 
accomplishedatAmie's. Crisp fries 
accompanied the dish, providing a 
hearty meal. 
The barbecue chicken filet dish 
balanced the sauce with the chicken 
nicely to create a subtle, tangy fla-
vor. The white meat and accompa-
nying baked potato were cooked to 
a perfect consistency. This meal 
sold for $6.95. 
One of the specials of the.day,· 
Baked Haddock with two side or-
ders for $9.95, had a mild flav,or. 
The green beans and artichoke 
hearts were fmn, not overcooked 
and flavored with a wine sauce. 
The one flaw in the meal was the 
baked potato, cooked too much, 
and mealy as a resulL 
If looking for a meal reminis-
cent of a family picnic or country 
fann, Amie's is the place to go. 
Aiei' s is located on roUle 96, 3 
miles pasrthe hospital. Lunch is 
served Monday-Saturday from 
11 :30 a.m. -2 p.m. Dinner is served 
MondayThursday $:30 p.m. - 9:30 
p.m.anduntil10:30p.m.onFriday 
and Saturday. 
! Traveling? ! THE ULTIMATE IN TANNING! 
I Leave your travel planning to the I ! Ithaca Travel Outlet! 
I Vo,.x time Is valuable. ITO provides you with a one stop source for the lowest I 
I avalct>le fores. We can meet all of your travel needs Including: airfare. hotel and I 
I ca rentals. Special discounts are available to students and educators. Book 
I eaty for the lowest available fares. Don't d~lay. give us a calllll 
I 
I-~ -=- I • 
i ~! (IJ ·2!~N~A~!,~2, 
I ( 1 floor above the Fisherman) Ithaca Travel Outlet 
I 
·--~~~~---------------------~ 
Featuring Top of the line WolffTanni,ng Beds 
First Tanning Visit FREE 
$5 off any Tanning Specia} 
,,1,:.~ ....... ~~~~ • ~-
,...i.~-·--"'' ~., _,,-..... ,-... 
272-7402 
533 W. State Street 
(comer ofW. Sta~ St. and Meadow St.) 
MOVIES PR,ESENTS 
I 
FRI. & SAT. NIGHT 
APRIL 5th & 6th 
r-----------------------, 
I TIME: All Night Shows 
I 7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m 
: Sunday Matinee: 2:00 p.m. 
I PLACE: Textor 102 / ADMISSION: $2.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I L-----------~-----------~ 
MIDNIGHT MOVIE 
SUNDAY SHOWING 
APRIL 7th 
.. '. • .... ------~-mu-~ .... ··-------------------~•TJMe .. -.23:::! 
.A.,l\.ciA '~ ••-•••••w•••••••·---• ·-••••••••••• ............ ._ ....... ,._ .. • - - - - . - - -- --- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - ---- - - --- - -t..-..e.-1- ..W"'" 
-~- -~ ___ •••••••••••••••w ___ - -- ----------------- --- ------ ------------ . . -J 
CLAS,SIFIEDS 
PERSONALS PERSONALS CLASSIFIEli>S 
K- Happy Birthday to you IT'sOVER! Oh myhead..Just when you thought 
your week was over, A WED-
DING!!! Have a wonderful week-
end. 
Happy Birthday to you 
Happy Birthday Dear Mark 
Oh How 1 Love You 
Amanda 
A Mand S-
_Mas_te-ro_f_Pu_p_pe_ts_- --- You're gonna die, you can't win 
The search for the ultimate 
apartment ends at gorgeous 
College Circle. The competition 
pales in comparison to the perfect 
complex with: 
Happy 21st! Now you can fill the Tetris gonna get ya, gonna do you 
r. ·d r in. We looooove you ,n ge, too. 
Phantom Lord 
To the girls at 41 Gloucester -
Thanks for putting us up for the 
week. In just a month, you'll be 
home flushing your TP! 
Sue+ Kelly 
Erin -
Happy 21st! Do some pubcrawling 
for us. Down some Foster's and 
Wukie-Brown. 
S andR 
Lisa, Molly & Glen -
45 days and counting. l..cl's cel-
ebrate our pride and accomplish-
ments this Tuesday as people of all 
sexual orientations. I'll be wearing 
my jeans. 
Love, Greg 
Rachel and Denise -
BEEWISE and wear those jeans 
Sue+ Kelly Tuesday. 
Love, Gregor 
Vivian -
Thanks for the dance on Friday, I'd 
like to do it again. Our talk on the 
porch brought several things into 
focus. 1 regret not talking to you 
sooner. I'd like to sit down and taJk 
with you. I'm sure there's much 
more to you besides your beautiful 
smile. Wanna go for a walk? We'll 
lalk. You know where to find me. 
J 
Tony and Vinnie -
I'm proud of yous guys. TaJcin' 
charge of your feelin's! Charlie is 
no longer takin' the back seat Ton 
- I'll miss you in May. 
Charlie 
FellowMoshers -
~show me the way to the next 
~hiskey bar. Oh don't ask why." 
Lady in white, WOW. Pillowman 
Delphing. Heyyy Mike. Sparky's 
chest WHAT, it's only Wednes-. 
day!!! 
Mr. CouchDancer 
Becky. Heather, Moe+ Tracy - , 
I miss you guys + London too! _l m 
terrible at writing, but can't wait to 
hear about it Becky, how was the 
double bed? 
Michel1e 
Princess Leia -
"I'm on my way to drunk, and there 
is no one here." C- Try to stay on 
those bar stools. Jen - Another 
tequila shot? 
RE: Pink Triangles -
I send my support to any and all 
homosexuals, closeted or not, and 
ALL of our supporters. 'fhank you 
for wearing Blue Jeans - it does 
make a difference. 
Love, 
Sepp 
It's on Tuesday RIGHT? 
What's on Tuesday? Blue Jeans 
DAY! Oh, Blue Jeans day, on 
Tuesday, I knew that! 
Overheard 
Sepp will remember his Blue 
Jeans, will you? -
'Tuesday, April 9th - Blue Jeans 
Day .. 
Mike• I till 
You may be streight, but you res 
oh so bot? 
John S. 
Ron-
Don't be a mess! Call me up on the 
love phone and tell me about the 
sexy jeans you'll be wearing in 
suppon of gay rights Tuesday. 
True Stop 
Craig-
The Duchess reminds us this com-
ing Tuesday is a day to show sup-
pon for our rights as lesbian, gay, 
and bisexual persons. Don't forget 
to wear your jeans too. 
Vernon 
To all my friends who pulled me 
through-
I want to say thanks to each of you. 
I Jove you all! Where would I be 
without you? INSANE! There's still 
much to go through, but knowing I 
have you all toleanon helps! Friends 
Always! 
Jeff -
Love, 
Mickie 
THANK YOU for everything. I'm 
lucky to have you! FRIENDS 
FOREVER! That comes first! 
Love always, 
Mickie 
P.S. Maybe in a few years ... 
Greg +Ron -
wear your nicest JEANS Tuesday! 
I'll bring my skates. 
"Dorothy Hammil on wood" 
Happy Gay Awareness Week! 
April 8-13! Don't forget BL~ 
JEANS DA Y ... this Tuesday, Apnl 
9th! 
John Zachary -
Wear your jeans this Tuesday, 
Daahling! Consider yourself hugged 
and kissed. 
Love.Craig 
BL0£ JEANS DAY 
When 1c· shows support for Gay 
Rights! wear your Jeans Tuesday. 
April 9thH 
Freshman year I was afraid - what 
wouldpeoplesay? Sophomore year 
I was brave - didn't care anymore. 
Junior year I was pro~d - stood f~r 
what I believe. And this year I don t 
even think about it- why wouldn't I 
wear blue jeans? 
Molly- . 
David Marie -
I know nothing stays the same, but 
ifyou'rewillingtoplay lhe~ame,lt 
will be coming around again._ 
Loser Buys Dinner 
Can't wail to dance & cruise with 
you tomorrow! (Tom Cruise, that 
is ... ) nH S.D .. Love, . . 
Rachel, Denise & Greg - . 
* new, huge exciting spaces 
* plentiful, free parking 
* energy efficient "' shuttle bus 
* highly responsive management 
*beautiful furnishings 
* great value for your rental S 
CaU for an appointment to view 
the best in two, three, and four 
bedroom apartment homes. 
271-1221 
AVAILABLE fOR '91 
Studios to 4 bedroom furnished 
apts. 
273 - 1342 (9-5) 
COLLEGETOWJ'/ HOUSES 
Central Collegetown. Best . . 
selection of large apartments and 
houses for 6 to 16 people. Super 
location, quality buildings, 
students welcome! It's fun to live 
in Collegetown 
272-3000 
AHEAD DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING HOUSE 
On the Commons. Academic, 
graphics, business. Resumes, 
dissertations, papers, 
newsleuers ... 
273-8805 
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM ~ 
APARTMENT 
E. State SL Near Commons. 
Shon-term lease through Aug. 15, 
1991. Laundry, parlcing, fireplace. 
$S.50"includes alt -
Also nice, quiet, furnished rooms 
near Valentine Place 
273 -2814 
ITHACA'S LARGEST 
4 bedroom townhouse, 
woodstove/fircplace. I 1/2 baths, 
free parking. Walk to IC 
273- 9300 
DUPLEX FOR RENT 
Fully carpeted, reasonable 
utilities, ETS. One side available 
June, the other August. Rent is 
$750 plus utilities. Call Terry-
273 - 7956 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Living/dining/kitchen/patio, I l/2 
baths, dishwasher, washer/dryer 
(free), garage plus 2 pk. spaces 
(free), Close to IC+ Downtown. 
Call 273 - 6142 (2p.m. - 9p.m.) 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
1991- 92 
One, two, and three bedroom 
apartments; Downtown, South 
Hill. Rents from $225 to $295 per 
bedroom. 
272-0344 
CAMP ANDROSCOGGIN 
Maine Boys camp seeking 
outgoing and enthusiastic staff to 
te;1ch tennis, soccer, basketball, 
baseball, swim, sail, windsurf, 
crafts, drama and photography. 
Great facilities. Lots of time off. 
Write or call collccL 733 West 
Street, Harrison, NY 10528 
(914) 835-5800 
NICE, BIG, 2 BEDROOM 
Duplex. Wood floors, full b_ath, 
with office/study. free parking. 
$580 pc.r month plus. Gary: 
277-70<.XJ or 273-7082 
ONEBEOROOM 
Ithaca Commons area, newly 
furnished, dishwasher, micro, 
security system, heat included, My G..A.LA. Co-Pres • 
SeeyaattbeNOONJeansDay Rally 
at the free speech rock! 
Somehow I felt most at home with 
you 3. Think I'm gonna miss zap-
ping most of all! 
Glenn 
Contact Jim at: 
277-7000 
Craig 
CLASSIFIEDS 
2BEDROOMSDOWNTOWN 
Furnished, parking lot, yard, 2 
stories. $570 includes all. 
277 - 0714 or 
532 - 8818 eves. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR RENT 
Furnished, stone fireplace, 
washer/dryer, $330 per bedroom 
Call: 
273 -9300 
ONCE YOU HA VE SEEN 
IBEREST, 
COME RENT IBE BEST!!! 
Unquestionable quality 
Apartments: 
Now rent for 1991-'92 
Featuring: 
*dishwasher *parking 
*laundry facilities 
*wall to wall carpeting 
* fully furnished 
*security intercom system 
*close to campus and commons. 
Call 277-5576 or 273-5370 
first 3 rentals will receive a free 
microwave for their apartment. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
3 bedroom apt. in house. Com-
pletely furnished, wall-to-wall 
carpeting, free parking. 
Available Aug. 24th 
272-2967 or 
273-1650 (afternoons) 
LOOKING FOR TWO 
PEOPLE 
(Male/Female) for nice spacious 
townhouse close to IC, Com-
mons, Cornell for 91-92 school 
year. Lease starts June 1, 1991. 
- 2n-1s13 
Myra or Lisa 
APARTMENT - HOUSE 
3 bedroom, 2 living rooms, 
Prospect Street, l bathroom, 
fully furnished, carpeted. 
Free parking. Cal\ John: 
272-2967 or 273-1650 
ONE WEEK SALE 
For one week only - selected 
1,2,3,4 +S bedroom furnished 
apartments. Dramatically 
reduced. Limited supply -
Limited time! Call Now: 
277-3232 
James E. Gardner. Jr 
ITHACA SELF-STORAGE 
If you need some space, 
this is the place, 
inside and outside storage. 
l\haca's only facility with 
computer controlled access. 
2S7-7293 
STUDIO DOWNTOWN 
Furnished, conveniently located, 
includes heat 
273-8181 
2nd SEMESTER SENIOR 
Looking to sublet for Fall '91 
Call Kevin at: 
272-3942 
2 HOUSEMATES NEEDED 
for F91 and $'92, close to 
campus - own room; 
reasonable price. 
Call 
277 - 5835 
WANTED TO BUY: 
Used Mountain Bike 
Pref. IO speed. 
You make the offer. 
Also wanted to buy: 
Doors & Mirrors 
for Subaru Wagon '80 - '84 
Call: 
256 -4100 
or 
256-3420 
CLASSIFIEDS 
'91- '92 
Apartments, houses for 
1 to 6. Well maintained, 
furnished, laundry, parking. 
South Hill and 
Downtown. 
272- 3153 
EXCITING LOFT 
Beautiful stone fireplace, 
2 &3 level living. Skylights. 
273-9300 
1 BEDROOM FOR FALL 1991 
Heat & hot water included. 
Carpeted, bright, free parking. 
Walle to IC 
273- 9300 
TOWNHOUSES 
Large 4 br. + 8 br. units. Warm, 
woodstovc/fireplaces, l 1/2 and 3 
b..ilhrooms, quiet. Free parking, 
Walk to IC 
273 - 9300 
FURNISHED 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Nice, large, sunny apt. downtown. 
Available Aug. I (possible to 
sublet June & July) $735 per 
month, includes heat and utilities. 
Gary@ 277-7000 or 273-7082 
THINK SMALL FOR FALL 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments, close 
to IC and Downtown. Heat 
included. Sign with a security 
deposit Call Michael at 
257-9154 
NICE3BEDROOM APT. 
On Hudson St. between campus 
and downtown. Free ~t..- ··-
• poicil. fulfy furnished. 
S265/person. Available June l. 
Call: 273-4781 
SOUTH HILL REDUCTIONS! 
Large I & 4 bedrooms, caiycted, 
furnished, laundry, parking. 
272-3389 or 257-4164 
APARTMENT- MATE 
for upcoming year: spacious 
room, enormous closet, sun-roof, 
quiet neighborhood, near Com-
mons, on bus mute. S200+. ,;;-· 
272-2961 
AUSTRALIA 
It's not too late to have an 
incredible semester abroad! For 
personal insights call: 
273 - 8253 
TOPNOTCH 
Impressive word processing_of all 
kinds including best lookmg 
resumes in shortest time at lowest 
prices - often overnight. 
273 -3421 
SUMMER SUBLET 
3-4 bedroom to rent Spacious 
living room & kitchen, great 
deck, Close to IC. Rent nego-
tiable. Call Suzanne: 
277 -5912 
DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
New luxury studio and 1 bcdroorrb-
apts. on the Commons. Elevator, 
intercom, microwave, bus, 
furnished available. On premises 
manager. Commons West. 
273-9462 .:· 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 
DOWNTOWN 
Sublet for summer, or stay for 
year! 2 bedrooms. Gas included: 
heat and stove. Fully furnished if 
needed! Asking $225, will ... 
negotiate. Call Jess or Jenna: · 
256-3787 
14 THE ITHACAN ' ~ ,, 
CLASSIFIEDS 
THINK AHEAD FOR '91 • '92 
BRAND NEW Comtemporary 
studio in downtown Victorian. 
Laundry, parlcing, furnished. 
$330. Available 8/91 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APTS. 
~· 
Space for one or couple. New 
kitchens and baths, laundry, 
parking, downtown, $435 
Available '91-'92 
OWNERMANAGED 
CALL 273 -4781 
GREAT LOCATIONS! 
GREAT PRICES! 
South Hill, East Hill, Downtown, 
Cayuga Lake. A selection of 
houses ~ apartments from 1 to 
5 bedrooms. Staning al $225 with 
all utilities included. Off-street 
parking! Lawldry facilities! 10 
·· and 12 month leases! 
Call James E. Gardner Jr.: 
277-3232 
PRIVATE 
Large, bright and wann room in 
Townhouse. Fireplace; 1 1/2 . 
baths, fullsize kitchen. 
273-9300 
NEW COLLEGETOWN 
TWO BEDROOMS 
These are the very best! 
272-3000 
NEW DOWNTOWN APT. 
3 BR, 2 baths, fwnished. 3 )>locks 
from Commons, parking, ~5+/ 
month. ~nergy efficienL 
533-7324 
APAR1MENTS FOR RENT 
2 - Two bedroom apartments. 
$500 + utilities. 
580 W.King Rd. 
Call Tony 
272- 5801 
COLLEGETOWN PLAZA 
THE PLACE TO BE 
Brand new apartments in 
Collegetown's best full service 
luxury building. This is quality, 
- .... "'complete with elevator, fonnal 
lobby, on premises staff, and 
fabulous view of the lake, 
downtown and Ithaca College. 
Enjoy carpet, dishwasher, 
microwave, ultra modern baths, 
large rooms, big windows, air 
conditioner, attractive furniture. 
Building has it's own laundry, 
onsite parlcing, restaurant, copy 
center. Studio, 1,2,3,4,5,6 
bedrooms for 1991 - 92. 
Be in the heart of all the 
Collegetown action! -
272-3000 
. LINN STJ,lEET 
Five bedroom house on Fann 
Street, working fireplace, 3 
stories, 2 baths, wall-to-wall 
carpet and wood floors. Full 
basement, parking. 
Call: 
257-9154 
I.C.U. IN TIDS HOUSE!!!! 
Two - 3 bedroom duplexes 
_ downtown 3 stories. full base-
.· ments, laundry. wood floors, 
full furnished attic. 
overlooking the creek. 
-<,,. 
..... 
Call: 257-9154 
I NEED A ROOM 
FORFALL'91 
and Spring '92 and am 
looking for a woman-only 
household. I can be contacted 
lhrough the Campus Office of 
International Studies 
(Fed. Ex. or Fax) in care of 
Jennifer Trovato 
...... .,;,-., . 
• _ rr __ ! .~ J., J. -~~- l\ ,f • ......... -.,. .. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS 
ITHACA BOUND DOWNTOWN STUDIO 
This Swnmer? 1-2 spacious 3 months summer sublet on 
bedroom for rent Ideal location. Commons, Brand new, large 
Reasonable price. Call: windows, Convenient, Asking 
273-9014 $350. Call Erika: 
! SUMMER SUBLET ! 256-3946 
Huge 3 bedroom, Furnished. SUMMER SUBLET 
downtown, $200/mo. includes Bedroom in large house. S. 
everything xcept electric. Aurora, ample kitchen & living 
Call: 256-5401 area, laundry & parking available. 
4 SENIOR P.T.'s NEED June 1.$230 256-9799 - Kate 
a home for Graduation 
(5/15 - 5/19) Willing to pay FOR SALE: 
$200 Call after 6:00 weekdays. King-Size Bed. Good condition, 
(212) 543 - 8657 Available exam week, only $95!! 
6 BEDROOMS FURNISHED Call Nina 272-2961 
Washa and drya. Convenient to 
IC and Cornell. 273-144S SUPER SUMMER SUBLET 2 bedrooms, large livingroom, 
2 BEDROOMS FURNISHED eat-in kitchen, screened in porch 
Convenient to IC and Cornell Call Todd or Missy 
273-7445 277-7128 
CAL VIN AND HOBBES 
CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS 
NEED EXTRA INCOME THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU 
· for 1991? Earn $500 - $1000 IN A SUMMER CAMP 
weekly stuffing envelopes. For The American Camping Associa-
details - Rush $1.00 with SASE tion (NY) will make your 
to: OIH Group, Inc. application a\lail. to over 300 
1019 Lk. Sherwood - camps in the Nonheast. Exciting 
Orlando,FL opponunilieS for college students 
32818 and professionals. Positions avail: 
HOUSES DOWNTOWN all land and water sports, kitchen, 
4 and 6 bedrooms. Furnished, maintenance, arts and crafts, drama, music, dance, nature, laundry, very nice. Available tripping, R.N.'s, M.D.'s, athletic, June. The best housing value in 
Ithaca. Starting at $180+ low waterfront, and boating directors. 
utilities. Benefits may include college 
273-9291 credit, travel expenses. E:xperi-
ence or certification not necessar-
RESUMANIA! ily required. CALL OR WRI1E 
$50 Cash Drawing! Enter by FOR APPLICATION. 
submitting a resume for reference American Camping Association, 
use al the Office of Career 12 West 31st Street, 
Planing & Placement New York, N.Y. 
Deadline April 19th 10001. 
274-3365 1-800-777-CAMP 
By BILL WA TIERSON 
llotfr '(OO ll\lK~ 
lW-TS A l'R£n'I 
SIU.'i ~o 
IRR£$~\Bl£ 
W~'i ~ l\'lt? 
"811\•• 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
GARFIELD 
IF I WANl' 50Mf:THING fXC.lllN& 
TO HAPPEN, I CAN'f J05151T HE.RE. 
,'ve CHASf C> 832. 
VO~KS.WAeeNS 
SO FARu, 
PEANUTS 
'f-' 
By JIM DAVIS 
I'M WEARINCs KNEE: '1'00'RE. A 
PAPS ON Ml/ EL00W6! WILii' /t'\AN, 
c.lON AR&lJC.Xl.£! 
By CHARLES M. SCHULZ 
MA't'6E SOMEDAY 
WE SHOULD TAKE 
TIME TO SIT DOWN 
AND TRV TO 
FIGURE OUT JUST 
WH'f THE GOLFING 
GODS HATE YOU .. 
_A_p_rn_~ ..... 199_1 ________________________________________ ~T~ff~E~IT._HACAN15 
B·ombers head into Montclair Tournament Itwasthefourthwinofthecam- Schantz·- ·-·- .. ·-· .. -
paign for Swiger. Continued from page 18 
after splitting weekend doubleheaders she~~i:~ss~t!i~~~:::.~ =~::i~:~;~g~edtbelast 
get out" By Demile Robinson 
Ithaca College geared up for the 
Montclair State Tournament last 
weekend with a double header loss 
to Trenton State on Saturday and a 
double header win over Montclair 
State on Friday. 
SOFTBALL 
. . 
The- Bombers were swept by 
perrenial power Trenton State on 
Saturday, 8-0 and 5-0. 
Senior catcher , Mar.yJ>e.t~. 
• O I ,I.., • f. - .. ,_', I 
' ' • f ' '· ; . 
Progno' s seven-game hitting streak 
was stopped as Trenton State 
toppled the Bombers 8-0 and 5-0 
respectively. 
Swiger chipped in at tJie plate 
with two hits in two at-bats. 
Pallozzi said she was disap-
pointed in the team's perfonnance 
against Trenton. 
"We played poorly, fatigue was 
a strong factor that caused tJie emo-
tional level of our game to be low," 
Pallozzi said. "Our hitting suffered, 
we dug our own hole·and couldn't 
Getti1'g Ahead Takes 
More Than Luck! 
These business fundamentals can help you 
get ahead now-and in the future: 
• Planning 
it Organizing 
• Directing 
• Leading 
• Controlling 
• Finance · 
• Human Relations 
• Marketing 
An Introduction to Business Management (AgEc 120) 
· May 29-June 21, 1991 (Three-Week Session) 
Call Professor Richard Aplin. 255-3068, for more information. 
In the first game 4-3, IO-inning 
victory over Montclair, third 
baseman Kim Lampureaux was 3-
for-5 in the first game. 
Kristin Letourneau had the 
game-winning hit, a two-out triple 
in the tenth inning. 
Junior pitcher Stacy Swiger 
continued to perform well. Swiger 
pitched a complete game in the ex-
tra inning contest, allowing only 5 
hits and earning a run to aid in her 
team's victo_ry. 
pcrfonnance. He said after rebuilding the tal-
"We hung tough. We made er- ent for the last two years, the team 
rors and the pitching wasn't crisp, is ready to compete with anyone. 
but we showed tremendoous drive Schantz said that his goals arc to 
in the longevity of the game," buildrespectforthellhacalacrosse 
Pallozzi said. program and make the Division Ill 
In the second game against tournamentatthcendoftheseason; 
Montclair, an 8-5 Bomber victory onlythetopeightteamsareinvited. 
in 11 innings, junior Stacey John- He said he sees the first goal 
son struck out 10 batlerson her way already happening, with friends 
to a complete game victory. showing more support His second 
Senior outfielder Jodi Maddren goal, will be tough to achieve. But 
led the offense, going 3-for-5 with with Schantz as co-captain, the 
two RBl's and a stolen base. Bombers will give JOO percent 
ATTENTION EDUCATION GRADUATES! 
ENHANCE YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS 
In this 90 minute seminar you will develop essential 
interviewing skills designed to give you an advantage 
in the current lim.ited job market. 
ACT NOW. Sessions limited to 40 applicants 
The seminar will·focus on: positive im2ressions, common 
mistakes, questions interviewers ask, principles of 
interviewing, resumes, what schools are seeking , AND MQRE 
Register today to prepare for TEACHER RECRUITMENT DAYS at Cortland. 
The seminar will be held at Comfort Inn, Cortland 
Located on 2 1/2 Locust Street. 
I 
No prerequisites (the Summer Session catalog listing is incorrect). 
Also offered AgEc 310, Statistics 
April 24th at 4 and 6pm 
Cost will be $70 to be received no later than April 20th .;.;), 
To preregister: 
B12 Ives Hall 
255-4987 
8:30 a.m.--4:30 p.m. 
CORNELL 
UNl\ll!ll$1TY 
SurvtMERSESSION 
Send check to: Arthur E. Woznicki, Lighthouse Interviews 
, 195 Carriage Hill Drive 
Newington, CT 06111 
#203-666-3224 
Along with your Name, College, and Address 
Select the 4 p.m. or 6 p.m. (We will try to accommodate.) 
Your check will be immediately returned if seminar is full. 
-~-~OOX-X'JO~ 
~~~ 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
would like to thank the 
· following folks who helped 
to make the RUN-D.M.C. 
and EPMD concert work: 
The excellent swdents who worked 
SECURITY /STAGE/MARKETING/ 
HOSPITALITY /TICKETS/ 
PRODUCTION /BUSINESS 
and of course to all the people who 
attended and enjoyed the show 
~S:Mlnll~ 
SENIORS 
•: 5 
Reservadons 
for 
Gr~duadon Weekend 
Dinners 
are now being taken 
at Ithaca's 
two best restaurantso 
American Cuisine 
"Home of New York State Dining" o 272-6484 
~ 
= 
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·,Jombers blow early lead to Red 
JD:ragons9 lower season record to 1-2 
By Scott D. Matthews 
For the second time in this young 
season, the Ithaca College men's 
lacrosse team lost a tough match. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
After bouncing back from a 
tough 9-7 opening game loss to 
Nazareth,theBombersdominated 
Colgate in the Red Raiders' back-
yard. The Bombers' win gave the 
team some momentwn gouig into 
their clash Saturday with 14th 
,--:muced Cortland State University. 
It was a cold day at Chugger 
Davis Field in Cortland, but the 
stands featured more Ithaca fans 
than Red Dragon supporters. 
The Bomber offense wasted no 
time in warming the fans up. Only 
2:44 into the game, Rick Maher 
scored unassisted. 
Then about two minutes later 
Dave Darcangelis took a pass from 
Bill Krist and bounced it in from the 
right side, making the score 2-0. 
· The onslaught continued less 
than three minutes later. Rob Hogan 
came around the net wearing a 
Cortland defender on his back, and 
scored on a great individual effort 
at 7:31. 
The score was now 3-0 Ithaca, 
and Cortland called a time out to 
r,&g:roup the faltering Red Dragon 
defense. . 
The Cortland adjustments paid 
off, as Ithaca's offense began to 
struggle. "CortlandStateusedahigh 
pressure defense that cut off our 
adjacent passes," said coach Jeff 
Long. 
The stop in play seemed to help 
Cortland, and they got on the 
scoreboard less than a minute later, 
when Steve Young scored 
unassisted. 
Then at 9:57, Sauro beat Bomber 
goaltender Christian Buck low to 
his left, and the lead was only one, 
3-2. 
Ithaca finally slowed the 
Cortland rally at 14:09, when 
Charlie Shoulberg converted an 
excellent feed from Krist to make 
the score 4-2. 
The Red Dragons came out 
strong in the second period. The 
lead was cut back to one again at 
3:29, when Rick Bennett whipped 
the ball high and to the right of the 
net past Buck. 
-"We let the situation get 
out of control. There's 
no excuse for not main-
taining our intensity." 
Head coach Jeff Long 
Cortland knotted up the contest 
quickly afterward. Bob Sauro fooled 
Buck on a rifle shot at 4:11, and it 
was4-4. 
The Red Dragons kept the mo-
mentum in their favor and took the 
lead at 6:37, when Bennett scored 
on a stuff shot past Buck. 
The Bombers then took a pen-
alty, but were able to kill it off. 
Then, a highly controversial call 
gave Cortland another shot; which 
they converted at 9:18. 
Borgame scored into the upper 
right comer, as Buck left that angle 
unattended. 
Cortland had great success on 
the man advantage on the day, scor-
ing on three of seven attempts. 
The score was now 6-4 in favor 
of Cortland, and it stayed that way 
until halftime. 
At the end of the third period, 
nothing much had changed, and 
Cortlandmaintainedatwogoallead, 
8-6. Shoulberg and Terry Thomp-
son tallied for Ithaca in the quarter. 
Ithaca had to kill off a man-up 
situation early in the final quarter, 
which they accomplished with some 
excellent defense. 
Then, the Bomber offense cut 
the lead back toone,asJohn Wessels 
converted a rebound, making the 
score 8-7. 
That would be as close as Ithaca 
could get. Cortland scored three 
consecutive goals to put the game 
away, making the final 11-7. 
Coach Long said that the team 
wasn't in control. "We were impa-
tientsometimes,and werushed our 
offense," he said. "We should have 
been calmer." 
Long added that the team let the 
game get away after the early _lead. 
"We let the situation get out of 
control," he said. "There's no ex-
cuse for not maintaining our inten-
sity." 
Ithaca plays next Saturday 
against Rensselaer. The game now 
becomes very important for the 1-2 
Bombers. 
"RPI is better than last year," 
Long said. "This is the fu-st time we 
will be facing a zone defense." 
Long also feels that it is impor-
tant to gain a victory in the team's 
ICAC opener. "It's one of the 
toughest leagues in Division III Ia- ' 
crosse." 
The game will be held at Ithaca 
College at 2 p.m. 
April 4, 1991 
Track battles bad weather, tough 
opponents in non-scoring event 
By LaDawne Lampton 
Despite the inclement weather 
at West Point, the men's and 
women'soutdoortrackteamsstill 
had their opening competition at 
the Army Spring Meet last Sat-
urday. 
Even though this wasn't an 
ideal condition for running out-
door track, the Bombers per-
fonned well. 
The women's team captured 
first place in various events. 
Kristina Wachtel won the 400 
meter with a time of 1.064. 
Ann Delsignore came in first 
place in the 3,000 meter in 10.35. 
The women's 4x400 relay team, 
consisting of Jennifer Potter, 
Cheryl Nethaway, Wachtel, and 
Laura Young took first place with 
a time of 4.17. 
The highlights of the men's 
team included performances by 
Sean Livingston who won the 
5,000 meter in 15.02. 
Placing second in the long 
jump was David Fields with a 
jump of 6.61 meters. 
Mario Gagliano came in fifth 
place in the 1500 meter in 4.08. 
JasonJackson tiedforthirdplace 
in the 100 meter dash with a time 
of 10.9. 
Now they are eagerly looking 
forward to the next three meets 
which will be at Ithaca. 
This week the Bombers go up 
against two strong teams. SUNY 
Binghamton and Allegheny Col-
lege. Binghamton has a strong 
men's team which beat Ithaca at 
the state's meet during the indoor 
season. 
Ithaca's women's team will 
face some tough competition 
against Allegheny. 
Hopefully for the Bombers, 
they will use the same endurance 
and stamina this weekend, which 
brought home all the winners last 
weekend from West Point. 
The Perfect 
Presen-t 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd • Collegetown 
273 - 4857 
We Deliver 
The Ithacan is now accepting applications for editing.and supervisory positions. 
Students may apply for positions on both the summer newspaper staff and for the 
_ 1991-92 academic year. 
Editing and supervisory 
positions available include: 
·Managll}g editor 
Editonal Page editor 
News editor 
Sports editor 
~ntertainment editor 
Feature editor 
Advertising manager 
Sales manager 
Classifieds/ comics manager 
Announcements editor 
Photo· editor 
Applications also are being 
accepted for the following 
staff positions: 
Reporters (news, sports 
and feature) 
Assistant editors 
Distribution manager 
Copy editors 
Layout assistants 
Advertising representative 
Photographers 
All applications must be received by 5 p.m. Monday, April 8, 1.991, in The Ithacan office, 
Park School of Communications Room 269. 
Applications are available in The Ithacan office. For information about any of these positions, contact any Ithacan 
staff member in Park Communications Room 269, or contact Paul Heaton, Manager of Student Publications, at 
274-1036. 
J 
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Bombers.stay 
undefeated 
with two wins 
By Ed Orr 
After their narrow season-open-
ing victory over Oneonta, the ten-
nis team took on Hamilton with 
similar results. The final score, 5-4, 
was close, but comfortable enough 
to up IC's record to 2-0. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Ithaca hosted Hamilton last 
Thursday for the first home match 
ofl991. 
Mike Axelrod couldn '(dig him-
self out.of his winless rut, as he fell 
in both singles (4-6, 6-2, 6-2) and 
doubles (6-4, 7-S) matches by slim 
,margins. 
Cary Gruber rose out of his 
winless muck and mire with a 
straight set win in his singles match, 
6-2, 6-1. 
Jamie Kreitzman won his fourth 
team singles match, 6-3, 6-4, con-
tinuing his widefeated ways. 
David Trinkoff took another 
victory in his fifth singles slot, 6-4, 
4-6, 6-4. Then, he teamed up with 
Kyte·Schermahorn-for a 6-3, 6-4 
win to finally defeat Hamilton. 
hhacan I Tom Arundel 
Mike Axelrod practices his backhand during a workout In 
preparation for Ithaca's contests against Hamiltan and Hartwick. 
Erik.Simpsonlostinsecondtcam posted in the next issue. 
doubles, handing him the first loss FridayandSaturday,ICwill visit 
of his rookie season. Clarkson and St Lawrence. 
Ithaca handled Hartwick more The next home contest is sched-
decisively, leaving no room for the uled for Tuesday, April 9, at 3 p.m. 
Warriors to breathe, winning 9-0. against Hobart. Hobart is the only 
Wednesday,Apri13,headcoach team on the Bombers' list of op-
Tim Faulknectook the members of ponents who has a winning record 
his coun to RIT. The results will be against Ithaca. 
Happy -Passover 
' ... 
Shabbat Services & Dinner 
. This Week Only 
At New Hall, 3rd floor lounge, in the Passover Kitchen 
A 
/ ' . .,.~ 
Service is at 6pm with Dinner-to follow (cost is $5.00) 
RUTGERS- NEW BRUNSWICK 
Summer Session 1991 
"er an ·,\\e5. t'"'\·,c.co oc ,\{\ 
V ~ eo f 0~\v n O O\)\) 
o Academic enrichment 
o Certificate programs for 
career preparation 
o Intensive language study 
Plus more than 900 undergraduate and 
gradu.ite courses in all major disciplines 
For a catalog call 1-800-Hl-R UTGERS 
Baseball 
Continued from back page 
with Division II Mansfield (12-3) 
coming out on top 7-1. 
Keith Beach put forth a re-
spectable effort, giving up Mo 
earned runs in five and one third 
innings. The defense was once again 
a letdown as their six errors led to 
five unearned runs. 
The Ithaca offense once again 
only mustered four hits, all singles. 
After the game head coach George 
Valescnte had a long closed door 
meeting, as he searched for an an-
swer to what happened to a team 
that had played so well in Florida 
but looked so dreadful now. 
The Bombers had little time to 
reflect on his speech however as 
they took to the field once again on 
Tuesday to host the Cortland State 
Red Dragons in freezing tempera-
tures. 
IC showed promise by jumping 
out to a 1-0 lead in the first inning as 
Jeff Geller led off with a walk and 
came all the way around to score 
without the benefit of a hit 
Cortland answered in the. fourth 
inning off starter Kevin Farrell on a 
single and double that produced the 
Red Dragons first run. 
Farrell and Cortland starter Bill 
Earl continued to duel as the 
Bombers were having all kinds of 
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problems getting around on Earl's. 
fastball. 
Eventually the Red Dragons 
scored two runs in the eighth inning 
and it was enough to force Farrell to 
hand the ball over to ace reliever 
Saccomanno. 
Thestoppercloscdouttheinning 
and the Hom bers faced a 3-1 defi-
cit. 
Ithaca didn't throw in the towel 
however as a hit and walk put men 
on first and second with nobody 
out. Earl was tiring but the Cortland 
coaches left him in to face Walton. 
Walton proceeded to belt a 390-
foot shot to dead center. Brian Jack 
turned full circle and made an in-
credible over-the-shoulder diving 
catch in front of the fence. 
Even though it was an out it w~~ 
enough to force a pitching change 
as Cortland brought in Todd Ra-
leigh. 
Raleigh couldn't find the plate as 
he walked three of the first four 
men he faced, bringing in two runs. 
With the bases jammed and two 
outs and the score knotted up at 
threeapiece,pinchhitterRobCarsc 
hit a grounder to first that wasn't 
handled cleanly and what turned 
out to be the winning run scored. 
Saccomanno breezed through 
the ninth to earn the victory and 
.Ithaca came away with an. exciting 
come from behind win. 
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~Schantz's success a result of 
hard work and determination 
lily Danny Newman 
If you don't know Rob Schantz, 
one of Ithaca College's junior co-
captains on the 1991 lacrosse squad, 
he wouldn't seem any different than 
the average college student But 
when you see him on the lacrosse 
field, his leadership and patience 
are the first things you notice about 
him. 
Schantz is the kind of student-
athlete who talces everything in 
stride. He realizes that academics 
are more important than lacrosse, 
-but that doesn't prevent him from 
giving his full effon to both aca-
demics and athletics. 
Ithaca lacrosse fans are lucky 
that Schantz is playing lacrosse for 
the Bombers. 
As a senior at Hicksville High 
School in Long Island, Schantz was 
all set to go down the road and play 
for Hofstra University. 
In late spring of his senior year, 
when hefoundoutHofstracouldn't 
come up with the right financial 
package, Schantz told the Ithaca 
~ching staff that he was going to 
attend Ithaca College. The late de-
cision to attend Ithaca College is 
one that Schantz is glad he made. 
"Although Hofstra is a Division 
I team, they have gotten worse the 
last couple years," Schantz said. 
~~By choosing IC, I got away from 
home and I've been involved with a 
team tha1 has improved dramati-
cally since my freshman year." 
• 
His personal goals are all team 
1 
7da;!:~!k 
FRI. & SAT. 
'ttl I 0:00 P.M. 
SERVING: 
Omelettes, Waffles 
Pancakes,Ptzza,Subs 
Italian and American Food 
TueROSEBUD 
Restaurant 
The Commons 272-5708 
BEAM 
TRAVEL 
CENTER 
INC. 
TRAVEL IS OUR 
SPECIALTY 
BUT 
.e- SERVICE IS OUR 
BUSINESS 
277.3133· 
134 E. SENECA AJ TIOGA st 
' 
' ~· PU8UC PARKING ACROSS FROM 
THIS OfflCf /JJ 110G.4. st 
oriented. However, he said that he 
hopes to leave Ithaca knowing that 
he played as well as he could have. 
According to head coach Jeff 
Long, at this stage in his career 
Schantz should have no complaints. 
"Rob has a great work ethic and 
always comes prepared to play. It's 
amazing that Rob not only gets up 
for games but comes 100 percent 
prepared everyday in practice." 
Not only do his coaches notice 
and respect his work ethic, his 
teammates do too. 
Mark Anderson, a freshman 
midfielder, said "He tries so hard, 
that if he screws up a little he'll 
bouncerightbackandtrythatmuch 
harder to make up for it" 
Ithaca fans and coaches can rest 
easy about Schantz sitting on his 
_past accomplishments and not im-
proving anymore. Schantz sees 
himself as an overachiever who if 
he's going to do something, he will 
go after it with everything he's goL 
Not only that, but Schantz lives 
with five other lacrosse players, 
two of whom play the same posi-
tion. He doesn't want to go home 
and hear about them playing over 
him. 
There is a lot more to Schantz 
than just lacrosse. He is a business 
major who takes his work seriously 
and plans to go to graduate school. 
In high school, Schantz played 
soccer and lacrosse until his junior 
year. In high school, he put in so 
much effort in sports thathis'grades 
began to slip a little. 
It was at this point that Schantz 
realized what was happening. 
"I decided to concentrate on get-
ting good grades and playing la-
crosse," Schantz said. 
He said that during the lacrosse 
season he has to budget his time 
well. His days during the season are 
filled with school, sleep and hang-
ing out with his housemates. 
"Don't get me wrong I'm a seri-
ous student and a pretty quiet guy 
but I also can have a good time like 
any normal student And sometimes 
like anyone else I'll have too good 
of a time," Schantz said. 
What makes Schantz stand out 
on the lacrosse field is his determi-
nation and his great shot Schantz 
said that his shot is his biggest asset 
and that it sometimes makes up for 
his lack of quickness. 
As a major contributor on auack 
for the past two years, Schantz 
should establish himself as a major 
offensive fo_rce for the Bombers 
this year. But Schantz doesn't care 
much about thaL He says he will be 
happy as long as the team is doing 
well. 
Long said, "Rob is the type of 
kid that after he graduates, the 
coaching staff can point to him as a 
great example of what Ithaca La-
crosse is all about" 
One thing that Schantz isn't sat-
isfied with is the team's lack of 
success since he has been part of the 
See "Schantz" page IS 
Some straight 'A' 
options from EFG -
Guaranteed and non-guaranteed loans. Lines of credit. 
Flexible budget plans. Given the high cost of higher 
education, it's essential to have more than one 
financing option to cover your tuition costs. That's 
why The Educational Financing Group of 
Manufacturers Hanover offers a straight 'A' 
lineup of options designed to help 
you achieve your academic 
financial objectives. 
It's as eas_y _as EFG: No one else 
offers a more comprehensive 
range of options. Because no 
OQe else understands your 
needs better than the 
Educational Financing 
Group. Call us at 
1-800-MHT-GRAD 
and go to the 
head of 
the class. 
Ithacan /Tom Arundel 
Co-captain Rob Schantz passes the ball during a recent practice. 
Achievement 
Educational 
Financing 
Group 
' 
' 
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Pair of Sox will sparkle in American League wash -
By Jon Meterparel 
As April 8 and the opening day 
of professional baseball approach, 
here are my picks for the 1991 
season. 
A,L.EAST 
1. Boston Red Sox- This is a team 
that is loaded. From one through 
nine in the batting order the Red 
Sox cannot be matched. Jack Clark 
will knock down the Green Mon-
ster. Everyone always points to the 
Red Sox pitching staff as a weak-
ness. The acquisition of Danny 
Darwin and Matt Young will 
strengthen the starting staff. 
COMMENTARY 
Greg Harris won 13 games last 
year and lefty Tom Bolton was an 
amazing 10-1. Throw the crafty 
Dana Kiecker into the mix and and 
a decent starting staff is created. 
Roger Oemens is the best pitcher 
in baseball. Joe Morgan is an un-
derrated manager. Finally,- the 
ghosts of 1918 will be erased. 
2. Toronto Blue Jays- It seems 
like every baseball publication in 
the countty picks them to fmish 
first, but somehow they always 
come up short. The additions ofJoe 
CarterandRobbieAlomarwillhelp 
but dkn are still a lot of questions 
to be answered. From my view the 
Jays will be a good club, but not a 
great me. 
3. Baltimore -Orioles-After 
shockingthebaseballworldin 1989, 
the Orioles went backwards last 
season. However, this year could 
be a different story. Surefire Hall of 
Farner Cal Ripken wilronce again 
lead the offense. 
Baltimtte solved many prob-
lems by trading for slugger Glenn 
Davis in the off-season. He will 
produce 30 homers and 95 R.B.I.'s 
ifhestayshealthy. Ben MacDonald 
will lead a mediocre pitching staff 
but if the O's score enough runs 
they can rely on 30 save man Gregg 
Olson to shut down opponents. 
4. Detroit Tigers- Any team man-
aged by Sparky Anderson cannot 
be counted ouL The Tigers have 
some holes but they also have Cecil 
Fielder to dig them out Pitching is 
a question mark, as the loss of Jack 
Morris and his 200 plus innings 
will hurt Mike Henneman is solid 
out of the bullpen. Alan Trammell 
was one of the best perfonners of 
the '80s and forms a great double-
play combo with Lou Whitaker. 
S. Milwaukee Brewers- It was a 
tough off-season for the Brew Crew, 
as Teddy Higuera developed arm 
bOuble. The Brewers lost Rob Deer 
to the Tigers. Milwaukee didn't do 
anything to bolster their depleted 
pitching corps. 
Right now, Chris Bosio and 
Jaime Navarro are the top pitchers 
in the rotation. Not exactly a potent 
o~twopunch. The bullpen is solid 
with Dan Plesac and workhorse 
Chuck Crim. Robin Yount must 
bounce back from an off-year to 
lead a potent offense. 
6. Cleveland Indians-The Indians 
are another team loaded with ques-
tion marks. Is there enough power 
in the lineup? Can Albert Belle re-
place Candy Maldonado's 20 hom-
ers? Will Brook Jacoby finally be 
traded? Another question is: Can 
Greg Swindell finally fulfill his po-
tential? He needs to be better than a 
500. pitcher for this club to have 
any shot at winning. 
7. N. Y. Yankees- One wont to 
desaibe this club, BRUTAL! The 
Bronx Bombers are coming off a 
year in which they finished last in 
every major off(Jlsive category. 
Don Mattingly looks as if he is 
ready to come back and Kevin Maas 
will hit his share of home runs. 
Mike Blowers is not a big league 
third basemen and neither is Randy 
Velarde for that mauer. The pitch-
ing staff is weak. Mike Witt is hurt 
and Scott Sanderson will quickly 
realize he doesn't have lhe Oakland 
A's behind him. The loss of Dave 
Righetti will be felt 
A.L. WEST 
1. Chicago White Sox- This is the 
year that the Chisox finally win lhe 
West. Chicago made a great move 
in the off-season, trading Ivan 
Calderon and Barry Jones to the 
Expos for Tim Raines. Besides bat-
ting .300 he'll steal 50 bases and 
generate runs. 
Cory Snyder is a new addition to 
the outfield as well, and he should 
bounce back. Frank Thomas is a 
huge presence in the middle ofthe 
Chicago order. Leading a solid 
starting rotation are Jack McDowell 
and Alex Fernandez. Bobby 
Thigpen was amazing in 1990 with 
a MLB record 57 saves. Any club 
with Carlton Fisk catching has a 
great chance to win. 
2.0aklandAthletics-TheA's were 
brought back to earth in their World 
Series blowout last year. Rickey 
Henderson can do it all on the field 
but must improve his off-field be-
havior. Jose Canseco knocked in 
100 runs once again last year but 
has back problems. The big loss for 
Oakland is Carney Lansford. The 
A's were foo:ed to sign F.mie Riles 
and Vance Law to pick up the slack. 
Righty Bob Welch defends his 
Cy Young Award. Dave Stewart 
has been a godsend. Look for at 
least17winsfromhim. MikeMoore 
must come back after a poor year. 
Dennis Eckersley is the best in the 
biz~ closer. 
3. Kansas City Royals- The Roy-
als posed as a M.A.S.H. unit last 
year. The foremost important in-
jury was to starter Marie Gubicza. 
Already this year Gubicza has been 
placed on the 15-day disabled list 
The Royals will offset lhe loss of 
Gubicza wilh the addition of Mike 
Boddickcr from the Red Sox. Bret 
Sabcrhagen and Tom Gordon are 
both excellent righthanders. 
On the hitting side, the Royals 
arc a little thin after the loss of Bo 
Jackson. Kirk Gibson will try to 
pick up the slack and Danny 
Tartabull needs to be more consis-
tenL George Breu could hit .300 in 
his sleep and Brian Mcrae is one of 
the best young outfielders in the 
league. 
4. California Angels- One thing is 
certain:The Angels won't back 
down from anyone. With the addi-
tion of Big Dave Parker and the 
presence of Dave Winfield, lhe 
Angels will be tough. Junior Felix 
takes over in center for Devon 
White. 
Gary Gaeui had a couple of off-
years with Minnesota but he is still 
a quality third basemen. The pitch-
ing is good. Led by lefty Chuck 
Finley and Mark Langston, the 
hurlers will bounce back. Bryan 
Harvey is an inconsistent closer. 
S. Seattle Mariners- This year the 
Mariner Moose will actually have 
something to cheer abouL Erik 
Hanson· is one of the best in the biz 
as a starter, winning 18 games last 
year for the M's. 
Brian Holman has been injury-
plagued, but when he is O!I he's 
unhittable. Big lefty Randy John-
son can also be nasty on opposing 
hitters. Ken Griffey Jr. is a superb 
player. He has a real oppatunily to 
win the AL MVP. Pete O'Brien 
must come back from his brutal 
1990 season. O'Brien is being 
pushed by Frosh phenom Tino 
Martinez. 
6. Texas Rangers- Nolan Ryan 
continues to amaze. A 45 year-old 
who can still throw 93 miles per 
hour,RyanwillleadtheshakyTexas 
pitching staff. Flame-thrower_--. 
Bobby Witt will strike out 200 and 
walk 100. Kevin Brown never has 
put it together. Scott Chiamparino, 
a young righlhander, will contrib-
ute IOwins.JeffRussellandKenny 
Rogers lead the bullpen. Julio 
Franco and Rafael Palmeiro are the 
hitting stars. 
7. Minnesota Twins- The Twins 
arc not a really bad learn, it's just 
that they are stuck in the highly 
competitive AL West They11 win 
77-80 games and fmish in the cel-
lar. With Jack Morris, the Staning 
corps gets help. 
Allan Anderson will find him-
self in the bullpen by mid-seasoo. 
Lefty Marie Guthrie will surpise 
people and Rick Aguilera will re-
turn to a starting role. Steve 
Bedrosian is a decent closer. K~ 
Hrbek and Oilli Davis will provide 
power from the left side and the 
ever-popular Kirby Puckett will 
continue to shine. 
Leape Award Pis:ks 
A.L. MVP- Ellis Burks 
A.L. Cy Young- Roger Clemens 
A.L. Rookie- Mo Vaughn 
Commencement 1991 
On March 25, 1991 Commencement inf ormalion was 
mailed to all members of the Graduatin8 cla<M at their 
local addresses. 
If you are Craduatin8 and Y?~r local address is not on file with th~ Q~8istrar, 
you may nol receive this ma1ltn8. We have ma1e every effort to distribute 
Commencement Information throu8h individual schools when addresses were 
unknown. If you do not receive information in the mail, or if your school does 
not have a copy of the mailin8 for you, 
pick one up al the Qe8islrar~ office. 
A 
:H;'.lW~::pafenkalsc\Were sent ~mportant i~_formation about . : ; ~ ' 
Comm~nc8lnenl If they did not receive the madtf18, extras are ~~~tl~Ie,. 
at the Qe:8islrar' s office. 1 i - - :_ • • • , • : .• 
' ',-. 1·). 
I [ 11 ,. 
I ( :1 ~ l i. 
- ;"'I";::-?•' 
\~ ~~.~~ 
-Hamilton, Hartwick fall to 
undefeated tennis team 
Shooting for success: Laxers' 
co-captain ahead of schedule 
... page 18 
American· League division 
champs: Boston and Chicago 
... page 19 · ... page 17 
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Bombers patient in win over East Stroudsburg 
' · attack Robin Hopkins, who scored five goals Leiva, a sophomore, turned away seven not feel much pressure in the game, because By Rorie Pickman f b · · 
When women's lacrosse head coach An- and had one assist in the game. shots, while Hollands saved one. o the numerous su slltuhons. 
dreaGoldenwasaskedwhatherteam'sgoals Sophomore Jeannine Joseph and fresh- EastStroudsburg'sgoalkeeperwasDawn Freshman Kenja Ackermann, who docs 
fortheweekwere,shesaidtheywere"looking man Tara Szigethy each contributed two Straulc, who had 25 saves. Ithaca allowed double duty as a tennis player in the fall, 
to have a successful week of talcing three goals, while Jennifer Allen, Georgette Sum- only eight shots on goal while the Bombers showed good consistency at her defensive 
mers, Cheryl Smith and Newlin Archinal took 35 shots at the cage. position while Joseph had a good game and 
games." added one apiece. IC had seven draw controls in the contest handled the ball well, according to Golden. 
WOMEN'S LACROSSE "We had a patient offense with a mixture and took half of their shots from the eight- Theteamwillmakeuplastweek'ssnowed 
of people playing," Golden said. meter position. Golden was pleased with this out game with Lock Haven in their neitt 
Her team took the first step towards Sophomore attack/midfielder Lisa and with her team's 8-0 lead at halftime. contestand then will travel toSUNY Oneonta 
achieving this goal by defeating East ,. Feinstein had two assists in the game. In the "We tried to do some better passing in the on Friday. 
Stroudsburg 13-1 on Tuesday in East · net for the Bombers were Jo Leiva, who midfield and to keep the pace of the game TheBomberslhenhavethreehomegames 
Stroudsburg, Pa. played most of the contest, and Karen going," Golden said. - against Colgate, SUNY Cortland and Tren-
The Bombers were led to victory by senior Hollands. According to Golden, the Bombers did tori State. 
Rosengard 
clinches split 
~witb 3-1 win 
By Brian Lustig 
The Bombers hoped to improve on their 
5-5 record on Wednesday as they opened 
conference play with a doubleheader against 
the Hobart Statesmen. 
BASEBALL 
Freshman Mike Santora took the mound 
for IC but could never really get into a groove 
as the Bombexs Jost their third straight game 
8-5. 
Hobart struck early and often. It all staned 
in the first inning as first baseman Pemy 
Price socked a double that put the Statesmen 
up2-0. 
Hobart added a run in the second inning 
and two more in the lhird before Santora was 
fmally pulled. Darren Dean came in but had 
no more success, as he walked in three runs in 
---4ust over two innings of work. 
Some bright spots for Ithaca included a 
two run triple by designated hitter Dave 
Walton in the fifth inning and anorher strong 
performance by reliever Mike Saccomanno 
who added another 1.3 innings of flawless 
relief. 
Game two was a different story however 
as Jeff Rosengard was called on to try and 
salvage a spliL 
The Bombers offense helped out early by 
putting up a two spot in the first inning 
. lthaacan / Sharon Perks 
Ithaca's Rob Coleman connects In the fourth Inning of the Bombers' home opener against Mansfield Monday. 
highlighted by an RBI double by first mark at 6-6 (1-1 ICAC) and Rosengard im-
baseman Rob Coleman. proved to 2-1 on the season. 
· IC added another run in the third on a Ken · In addition to the twin bill on Wednesday, 
Hammel sacrifice fly before Hobart finally the Bombers battled rain and snow in games 
got on the board to cut the lead to 3-1. But the last weekend and in the beginning of the 
Statesmen could get no closer as Rosengard week. 
shut the door. OnFriday,JthacaheadedtoNew Jersey to 
The freshman hurler earned his first com- face the William Paterson Pioneers. The 
plete game surrendering only two hits and a Bombers were promptly grounded 14-2 as 
run in seven innings work. errors and pitching did them in. 
The Bombers moved back to the .500 Starter Santora lasted only three innings, 
surrendering seven earned runs. The defense 
was iittlehelp, as they committed eight errors. 
The offense could only muster 4 hits, 3 by 
center fielder Bob Dall. 
The Bombers were scheduled to play a 
Saturday afternoon game with Montclair St. 
but they were snowed out 
, Ithaca returned to play their home opener 
on Monday with a season record of 4-4. Snow 
again played a role as the game was called 
See "Baseball" page 17 
Men's and women's crews defeated in weekend contests 
Men fall to Cornell in pre season scrimmage; 
women lose to only Division I opponent Syracuse 
By Pam Rollinson 
Eventhoughthemen'sandwomen'screw 
-f,eaJnS did not win their races this past week-
~d, they're still hopeful for the rest of the 
season. 
CREW 
"· The men were d!reated by Cornell in a 
scrimmage held on Saturday. Three of IC's 
· boats raced against Cornell and two raced 
against each other. All three of IC's boats 
were defeated. 
The women were defeated by Syracuse on 
.-.:Saturday. The varsity lost by just six seconds, 
while the junior varsity squad was beaten by 
18 seconds. 
1lle novice women, however, did manage 
to defeat Cornell by six seconds. 
Varsity men's head coach Dan Robinson 
said that even though the race was just a 
scrimmage that doesn't count on their record, 
IC rowed the 2000 meters just like it was the 
real thing. 
Cornell is one of the 15 Ivy League schools 
that make up the Eastern Sprints League. All 
the other crews, including IC, make up the 
Dad Vail League. 
Robinson said that overall IC didn't do 
that bad against an ivy league school. He said 
that the men raced faster in the first half of the 
race, and slower in the second half. "Th at 
means our stamina needs to be greatly im-
proved," Robinson said. 
Robinson feels that the reason IC fell apan 
in the end of the race was because they 
haven't put themselves in enough racing con-
ditions. 
"It means that we need more work than I 
originally thought," Robinson said. 
Women's varsity coach Jocelyn Kearing 
said that she was pleased by IC's perfor-
mance against Syracuse, especially under the 
rough conditions that existed on Saturday. 
"It was very windy which made the row-
ing difficult in the choppy water," Kering 
said. 
Kearing feels that IC' s women raced hard, 
especially against a fast, Division I school 
like Syracuse. The Orangemen are the only 
Division I school that IC will race this spring. 
Even though the women were defeated, 
the loss will have no baring on their regular 
season standings. 
Both crews are preparing to head to Phila-
delphia this weekend to race Georgetown, 
Villanova, Drexel, St Joseph's, and SUNY 
Buffalo. 
Kearing feels that Philadelphia will be a 
big race for IC's women to do well in. 
''G~rgetown will be our toughest com-
petition." 
IC basil 't been able to defeat the Hoyas in 
13 years. 
IC's men are also looking to beat 
Georgetown's lightweight crew, which has 
captured the National Championship three 
years in a row. 
The Hoyas heavyweight crew is. also 
ranked as one of the top five crews in the 
Nation. 
"It'll bea tough test for our lightweights," 
Robinson said. But IC did beat the 
Georgetown's lightweights in the fall. 
"You can't compare fall racing to spring 
racing, but we' re still very hopeful," Robinson 
said. 
If IC' s lightweights upset Georgetown, it 
could seed them fast in the nation. 
The novice lightweights also defeated 
Georgetown, as well as several other crews, 
in the Dad Vail Championship to become the 
National Champions last year. 
Robinson feels that the novice men are 
slightly inexperienced. 
"But," he said, .. when we take that trophy 
b~k to the Dad Vail's in May, we hope to 
bring it right ba;k with us." 
